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PREFACE

This paper was prepared under IDA contract MDA 903 89 C 0003, Task Order

T-16-682, Net Assessment Methodologies and Critical Data Elements for Strategic and

Theater Force Comparisons, for the Capabilities Assessment Division of the Force

Structure, Resource, and Assessment Directorate (J-8) of the Joint Chiefs of Staff, and has

been written in partial fulfillment of the above Task Order.

This paper describes attrition structures that (1) consider both area and point fire,

(2) consider various levels of coordination among shooters, (3) allow explicit consideration

of the use of multiple types of munitions, (4) limit the maximum density of targets for area

fire, and (5) allow meaningful allocations of fire for point fire. The precise forms of the

resulting attrition equations are given.

The author is grateful to Dr. Peter S. Brooks, Dr. Frederic A. Miercort, and

Ms. Eleanor L. Schwartz for their quite helpful reviews of this paper. Mrs. Marcia
Kostelnick also contributed her valuable time and efforts to preparing the typed manuscript.
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ABSTRACT

This paper describes attrition structures that (1) consider both area fire and point
fire, (2) consider various levels of coordination among the shooters for both area fire and

point fire, (3) allow the explicit consideration of the use of various types of munitions by
various types of shooters against various types of targets for both area fire and point fire,
(4) prevent unreasonably high numbers of kills by assuming a maximum density of targets
in the target area for area fire, and (5) allow meaningful allocations of fire by various types
of shooters using various types of munitions against various types of targets for point fire.
For each type of fire (area or point) and for each relevant level of coordination except one
(shoot-look-shoot fire), the precise form of the corresponding attrition equation is given. A
companion paper discusses some details concerning shoot-look-shoot fire.
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A. INTRODUCTION

1. Purpose

This paper describes unilateral attrition structures that (1) consider both area fire and

point fire, (2) consider various levels of coordination among the shooters for both area fire

and point fire, (3) allow the explicit consideration of the use of various types of munitions

by various types of shooters against various types of targets for both area fire and point
fire, (4) prevent unreasonably high numbers of kills by assuming a maximum density of

targets in the target area for area fire, and (5) allow meaningful allocations of fire by
various types of shooters using various types of munitions against various types of targets

for point fire. A general method to convert this unilateral attrition into bilateral attrition is

also discussed.

For each type of fire (area or point) and for each relevant level of coordination

(except for shoot-look-shoot fire), this paper gives the precise form of the corresponding

attrition equation. (Formulas concerning shoot-look-shoot fire are discussed in Reference
[ 14].) This paper does not, however, give a formal statement of specific assumptions for
these attrition equations to hold, nor does it give rigorous proofs that these equations

follow from such assumptions. Thus, the purpose of this paper is to describe and

document these equations sufficiently well so that (1) they can be compared and contrasted
with each other and better understood in their own right, (2) they can be used in models,

and (3) future research either can determine specific assumptions needed for these
equations t," hold and rigorously derive these equations from such assumptions (if
possible), or can determine why these equations do not follow from relevant sets of

assumptions (otherwise). To assist such future research, oerall descriptions and relatively

extensive plausibility arguments are given for the specific forms of these equations.

All of the attrition equations discussed here are difference equations that allow the
time interval to be sufficiently long that multiple kills can occur within that interval. This is
the type of attrition equation most commonly used in large-scale deterministic conflict
models. See Section A of Chapter V of Reference [8] for a more thorough discussion of
this topic.



2. Background

Research has been done on all of the topics discussed in this paper, but those

results were neither as general nor as integrated as the results reported here.

A seminal (perhaps the seminal) paper in this area is Reference [1]. That paper

addresses a number of issues concerning unilateral point and area fire attrition processes,

but it also leaves a number of issues unanswered. For example, while it explicitly

considers one-on-one probabilities of detection for point fire, it does not provide a tractable

method for computing attrition when these probabilities of detection depend on both the

types of shooting weapons and the types of targets involved. Also concerning point fire, it

does not consider meaningful allocations of tire, it does not explicitly consider munitions,

and it considers only two levels of coordination among shooters. Concerning area fire, it

does not consider multiple types of either shooters or targets, it does not explicitly consider

munitions, and it considers only uncoordinated fire.

Reference [2] discusses computationally tractable approximations for the case

where the one-on-one probabilities of detection depend on both the type of shooter and the

type of target for point fire. Reference [3] discusses how to incorporate meaningful

allocations of fire into the results of Reference [2], and it discusses how to convert multiple

unilateral attrition assessments into bilateral attrition (see also Reference [4]). However,

Reference [3] considers only uncoordinated point fire; it does not consider area fire and it

does not explicitly consider munitions. Reference [5] considers uniformly coordinated

point fire, but in a purely homogeneous setting; also, it does not consider area fire and does

not consider munitions. Reference [6] considers heterogeneous area fire, but it (implicitly)

assumes that there is no coordination among the shooters and it does not consider

munitions. (Heterogeneity here means that multiple types of weapons on the side in

question can be distinctly simulated; homogeneity means that only one, perhaps notional,

type of weapon can be simulated on the given side.) Reference [7] considers an area fire

structure with two types of shooters, two types of targets, and (essentially) two levels of

coordination among the shooters. However, Reference [7] assumes a "zero-or-one cookie-

cutter" type of attrition, it does aot consider multiple types of munitions for shooting

weapons, and it does not adjust the area over which targets are located if (due, say, to other

actions in the model) the number of targets is increased.

Reference [8] considers four levels of coordination in a consistent manner within a

heterogeneous point-fire structure. Reference [8] achieves this consistency, maintins

2



relative simplicity, and produces results which appear (in some cases) to rigorously follow

from certain sets of assumptions by assuming (implicitly) that the one-on-one probability of

detection is unity for all types of shooters and targets. It is frequently quite appropriate to

assume that these one-on-one probabilities of detection are all unity in point fire for the

following reasons. First, precise data for these probabilities are essentially impossible to

obtain; even generally relevant data frequently do not exist. Second, just making the

assumption that these probabilities are not very small frequently is essentially equivalent to

making the assumption that these probabilities are unity. For cxample, suppose ;t is

assumed that the probability that a particular shooter detects a particular target is at least

0.1, and suppose that there are 50 or more targets present. Then the probability that a

shooter detects one or more targets (and so is able to fire at some target) is at least 0.995.

Thus, in this example, if there are 50 or more targets present, there is essentially no

difference between using a one-on-one probability of detection of 0.1 and using a one-on-

one probability of detection of 1.0. Third, using one-on-one probabilities of detection of

1.0 greatly simplifies a significant number of cases. Fourth, engagement rates can be set

directly through inputs to the point-fire attrition structures described below, so there is no

need for non-unity one-on-one probabilities of detection just to obtain non-unity

engagement rates. Finally, engagement rates can be adjusted indirectly through the use of

false targets in the point-fire attrition structures described below, so there is no need for

non-unity one-on-one probabilities of detection just to lower the engagement rates when

facing small numbers of targets.

The results presented below draw upon and extend the results reported in these

references.

3. Organization

Section B, below, briefly describes the levels of coordination considered in this

paper, and it constructs a taxonomy for attrition equations based on these levels of

coordination, on whether point fire or area fire is being addressed, and on whether multiple

types of munitions are being explicitly considered. Section C introduces some notation

needed for the remainder of the paper. Section D discusses point fire attrition structures

(with and without the explicit consideration of munitions), and Section E does the same for

area fire. Sections D and E both consider heterogeneous shooters versus heterogeneous

targets. For ease of comparison, the appendix states some corresponding equa:ions for

homogeneous shooters versus homogeneous targets.

3



Sections D and E describe distinct attrition processes in that each formula in each of

those sections assumes that all of the shooters operate at the same level of coordination and

use the same type of fire (point or area). Section F considers cases in which some shooters

operate at one level of coordination while other shooters operate at a different level of

coordination, and some shooters use point fire while others use area fire. Section G

discusses how to use the unilateral results of Sections D, E, and F to obtain bilateral

attrition. Section G is based on Section B of Reference [3] and Section V.C of Reference

[8]; it is included here for completeness only. Section H presents some ideas for

implementation and future research.

B. A TAXONOMY FOR ATTRITION EQUATIONS

The taxonomy described here is based on three characteristics: (1) whether point

fire or area fire is being used, (2) whether or not munitions are being explicitly considered,

and (3) the level of coordination that is being considered.

The distinction between point fire and area fire here follows an intuitive structure.

If a weapon is firing point fire, then it must be engaging a particular target. Weapons may

be able to make more than one engagement per time period. However, on any one of its
engagements, a shooting weapon can engage and be able to kill only one target, where the

probability of killing that target can depend on the type of shooter, type of target, and (if

munitions are being addressed) the type of munition involved. Since, in general, shooters

are capable of engaging any one of several types of targets, some allocation-of-fire rule is

needed to determine how to allocate their engagements over the various types of targets.

Further, since several shooters might be able to engage any of several targets, some level-

of-coordination rule is also needed to determine the degree of coordination among these

shooters.

Conversely, if a weapon is firing area fire, then it is firing into a general area, but

not at a particular target. Weapons may be able to fire more than once per time period.

Each time a weapon fires into the general area, all of the targets (if any) within the

appropriate lethal area of that salvo can be killed, where the size of that lethal area and the

probability of kill can depend on the type of shooter, type of targets, and (if munitions are

being addressed) type of munition involved. Since, in area fire, shooters are not engaging

particular targets, allocation of fire rules are not needed if the targets are all located in the

same general area. However, some level-of-coordination rule is needed to determine the

4
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degree of coordination among the various shooters that are firing into the general area in

question.

The distinction between whether or not munitions are being explicitly considered is,

3 in a sense, purely formal. That is, if the number of types of munitions being addressed is

set equal to one, then each of the formulas presented below in which multiple types of

munitions are addressed reduces to the corresponding formula in which munitions are not

explicitly considered. The reasons for giving both sets of formulas (with and without

munitions) are: (1) to facilitate comparisons with previous work that does not consider
multiple types of munitions and (2) to facilitate the incorporation of the work presented here
into models that do not consider multiple types of munitions.

ISeveral different levels of coordination are considered in this taxonomy. The first

and lowest level considered is no coordination at all. For point fire, each shooter for each

3 of its possible engagements selects a target to attack independent of its selection for any

other of its engagements and independent of the selections of all other shooters in all of3 their engagements. For area fire, each shooter for each- of its possible salvos selects a

target point in the general target area independent of its selection of target points for any

other of its salvos and independent of the selections of target points by all other shooters

for all of their salvos.

The second level of coordination considered here applies only to point fire. This

level of coordination is to preallocate shooters in that each shooter on each of its possible

engagements is assigned to attack one and only one type of target, but there is no

coordination among the shooters other than this.

For example, suppose that there are two types of shooters, three shooters of each

type, two types of targets, four targets of the first type and two of the second type, that

each shooter can make one (point-fire) engagement, and that multiple types of munitions

3are not being considered. Suppose that the allocation of fire for this case is to be that, on

average, two-thirds of each type of shooter will fire at the first type of target and one-third

3 of the second type of target. Then this average can be achieved in the completely

uncoordinated case if each shooter selects one of the six targets to attack according to a

uniform distribution independently of the selection of the other shooters. This means that

with probability (2/3)6 no shooters will attack targets of type two. Indeed, with the very

small (but non-zero) probability of (1/6) 5, all of the shooters will attack the same target,

leaving all of the other five targets unengaged. However, with preallocated fire in this
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example, exactly two shooters of each type are assigned to attack some target of type one,
and exactly one shooter of each type is assigned to attack some target of type two. Since

no coordination is assumed beyond this assignment, this means that with probability 1/4

both of the shooters of type one that are assigned to attack a target of type one will attack

the same target. U
The third level of coordination considered here applies to both point and area fire.

If multiple types of munitions are not being considered, this level of coordination assumes I
the following. For point fire, each shooter of each type coordinates with all other shooters

of that type to allocate their fire in a uniform manner over the targets of the type they are I
assigned to attack, but no shooters of different types can coordinate their fire. For area

fire, each shooter of each type coordinates with all other shooters of that type to allocate 3
their fire in a uniform manner over the target area, but no shooters of different types can

coordinate their fire. When multiple types of munitions are addressed, there are two

possible levels of coordination here for both point and area fire. In the first of these levels,

weapons of the same type only coordinate when they are using munitions of the same type.

In the second of these two levels, weapons of the same type always coordinate no matter
what nunitions they are using. (Again, there is no coordination among weapons of

different types.) 3
Continuing with the example above, under this coordination-within-weapon-type

case for point fire, the two shooters of type one that are assigned to engage targets of type 3
one must engage different targets. The same applies to the two shooters of type two that

are assigned to engage these targets. Since there are four targets of type one in this

example, it is possible that each of these four shooters will engage a separate target.
However, this "perfect distribution" will only occur with probability 1/6 since this level of

coordination assumes that there is no coordination among shooters of different types.

The fourth level of coordination considered here also applies to both point and area

fire. This level of coordination assumes that all shooters of all types (using any type of

munition) coordinate with each other to allocate this fire in some uniform manner over the

targets of the type they are assigned to attack (for point fire) or over the target area (for area
fire). Applied to the example above, this level of coordination for point fire might allow

each of the six shooters (three of type one and three of type two) to shoot at one of the six 3
targets (four of type one and two of type two) in such a way that no two shooters shoot at

the same target (and so all of the targets are engaged). 5

6 5
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The fifth and highest level of coordination included in this taxonomy applies only to
point fire. This level of coordination assumes that shooters can engage targets using some
type of shoot-look-shoot firing structure. Theoretically, there are several such structures,

some less tractable than others (and with some being quite intractable). None of these

structures will be discussed in detail in this paper--shoot-look-shoot fire is included in this
taxonomy for completeness only. For more information concerning shoot-look-shoot fire,

see References [8] and [14].

The point of this discussion is not to provide a definitive discussion of various

levels of coordination in point and area fire. Instead, the point is to provide a setting for the

taxonomy listed on Table 1.

The point of Table 1 is to provide motivation and structure for the remainder of this

paper. The categorization across the top of Table 1 separates the attrition equations being
considered into either point fire or area fire equations. For each, either multiple types of

munitions for each type of shooting weapon can be explicitly considered or not. Again,
note that each equation that considers multiple types of munitions reduces to the

corresponding equation that does not do so if each type of weapon being considered uses
only one type of munition. The left side of Table 1 lists the five levels of coordination

discussed above.

Coordination level 1 is relatively straightforward. The four cases (point fire and
area fire, each without or with explicit consideration of munitions) are denoted by P1,
PM1, Al, and AM1 on Table 1.

Coordination level 2 applies only to point fire since it involves allocations of fire in

a manner not relevant to area fire. In uncoordinated point fire, if shooters of type one are
allocated evenly between targets of type one and all other types of targets, then the
probability that any given shooter of type one selects a target of type one to attack is 0.5.
For example, if there are two shooters of type one, the probability that no target of type one

is attacked by a shooter of type one is 0.25. Conversely, in preallocated fire, if shooters of

type one are allocated evenly between targets of type one and all other types of targets, then

exactly one-half of the shooters of type one will select targets of type one to attack. For
example, if there are two shooters of type one, exactly one of them will attack a target of

type one.

The various possibilities for implementing preallocated fire can be quite complex.

For example, even if multiple types of munitions are not considered, several types of

7



Table 1. A Taxonomy for Attrition Equations

Point-Fire Eguations Area-Fire EQuations
Coordination Are Munitions Considered? Are Munitions Considered?
Assumptions No Yes No Yes

1) Uncoordinated Fire P1 PM1 Al AM1

2) Preallocated Fire P2 PM2 rVa n/a

3) Coordinated Fire P3 A3
within Shooter Types
1) But only within PM3.1 AM3.1

Munition Types
2) And Across all PM3.2 AM3.2

Munition Types

4) Coordinated Fire
Across all Shooter
(and Munition) Types
1) Uniform Fireby P4.1 PM4.1 A4 AM4

Numbers of
Engagements
or Salvos

2) Proportional Fire by P4.2 PM4.2 n/a n/a
Potential Kills

5) Shoot-Look-Shoot Fire P5 PM5 rVa n/a

preallocation are possible. First, some types of shooters but not others could be

preallocated. Second, shooters that are preallocated might be preallocated only against

some types of targets but be uncoordinated against other types of targets. Third, if a

shooter can make multiple engagements, then that shooter might be able to coordinate its

own engagements at a higher level than it could coordinate with other shooters of the same

type. Other possibilities may exist. For simplicity, only one type of preallocation is

described for the munitions-not-considered case. This preallocation is to preallocate all

potential engagements by all shooters of the same type but to assume uncoordinated fire

among different types of shoters; this preallocation is denoted by P2 on Table 1. The

situation is potentially more complex when multiple types of munitions are considered.

Again, for simplicity, only one type of preallocation will be described here. In particular,

the direct extension of P2 to the corresponding equation that considers munitions, denoted

by PM2 on Table 1, will be discussed in Section D, below.
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The third and fourth levels of coordination on Table I concern coordination among

shooters. Exactly what is meant by coordination here will be discussed in Section D (for

point fire) and Section E (for area fire). However, it should be noted that, given any

particular definition of coordination, many structures are still possible. For example, some

types of shooters (using some types of munitions) might coordinate with some other types

of shooters (using some other types of munitions) but not with yet other types of shooters

(using yet other types of munitions). When multiple types of munitions are not being
addressed, the bounding cases of considering only coordination among shooters of the
same type (denoted by P3 for point fire and by A3 for area fire) and considering
coordination among all shooters of all types (two methods of coordination, denoted by
P4.1 and P4.2, are considered for point fire; one method, denoted by A4, is considered for
area fire) are listed on Table 1. If multiple types of munitions are being addressed, the third
level of coordination is subdivided into two sublevels: coordination only among those

shooters of the same type when they are using the same type of munition (denoted on Table

1 by PM3.1 for point fire and by AM3.1 for area fire), and coordination among all shooters

of the same type no matter what type of munition they are using (denoted by PM3.2 for

point fire and by AM3.2 for area fire). Clearly, the case that is analogous to assuming that

all shooters of all types coordinate with each other when multiple types of munitions are not

being considered is to assume that, when such munitions are considered, then all shooters

of all types coordinate with each other no matter what types of munitions they are using.

Thus, the consideration of munitions naturally extends P4.1 to PM4.1, P4.2 to PM4.2,

and A4 to AM4 in the taxonomy of Table 1.

Of all of the theoretically possible versions of shoot-look-shoot attrition, one

approach appears to be relatively promising from a computational viewpoint while still

being fully heterogeneous in types of shooters, types of targets, and (optionally) types of

munitions. This approach is to preallocate the shooters to types of targets (so that the

shooters that are allocated to a given type of target can shoot at and only at targets of that
type), and then to assume that perfect shoot-look-shoot attrition applies for targets of each

type. This is the approach recommended in Section B.6.d of Chapter V of Reference [8]--

see that reference for details. When implemented, this approach would give a point-fire-

shoot-look-shoot attrition mechanism for the case in which munitions are not considered,

and would give a corresponding mechanism for the case in which multiple types of

munitions are considered. The attrition mechanisms for these cases are denoted by P5 and

9



PM5, respectively, on Table 1. There is no area fire equivalent to shoot-look-shoot point

fire.

Formulas for shoot-look-shoot attrition will not be given in this paper;, Reference

[14] discusses the computation of shoot-look-shoot attrition as denoted by P5 and PM5 on

Table 1. Formulas for all of the other entries on Table 1 are given below. In order to state

these formulas it iF necessary to define some relevant notation.

C. NOTATION

1. Notation Common to all Types of Fire

The following notation will be used by all of the attrition structures considered here.

I = the (input) number of types of shooters being considered; I e (1,2,...).

si = the (input) number of shooters of type i for i = 1,...,I; se e [0,**).

J = the (input) number of types of targets being considered; J r= (1,2....

tj = the (input) number of targets of type j for j = 1,...,J; tj r [0,**).

vj = the (input) fraction of targets of type j that are vulnerable to both point fire
and area fire for j = 1,...,J; vj e [0,1].

Atj = the (calculated) number of targets of type j that are killed in the attrition

process being considered for j = 1,...J.

2. Notation Concerning Point Fire

a. General Point-Fire Notation

The following notation is used in point fire attrition equations whether or not

multiple types of munitions are being considered.

z = the (input) number of point-fire combat zones where l/z of the shooters are

assumed to be attacking 1/z of the targets in each of these z zones; z e (0,**).

uj = the (input) fraction of targets of type j that are vulnerable to point fire but not
to area fire for j = ,...,J; uj [0,1-vj].

t. = (uj + vj) t/z = the (calculated) number of targets of type j per combat zone

that are vulnerable to point fire in the attrition process being considered for

=.
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ej = the average number of point-fire engagements that a shooter of type i makes
per time period for i = 1,....I; e [0,oo).

si = eisi/z = the (calculated) average number of point-fire engagements per combat

zone that are made by all shooters of type i during the time period in question

for i =

If multiple types of munitions are not being explicitly considered, then ei is an input
to the attrition calculation. If multiple types of munitions are being addressed, then ei either

can be an input or can be calculated from other inputs to the attrition calculations as

described in Section 2.c, below.

b. Point-Fire Notation Without Munitions

The following notation is used in point-fire attrition equations when multiple types
of munitions are not being addressed.

Pij = the (input) probability of kill per engagement by a shooter of type i when that

shooter is making a point-fire engagement against a target of type j for i =

I ... ,I and j = 1,...,J; Pij e [0,1].

aij = aij t = the average fraction of engagements that shooters of type i make

against targets of type j (out of all of the point-fire engagements made by

those type-i shooters) when the target force, t, is [tl.... ,ij}, where i =

1....,I and j = 1,..J.

Allocations of fire can be computed in many ways. See Chapters III and IV of [8]
for a discussion of a relatively wide variety of methods to compute such allocations. For
the purpose of this paper, assume that these allocations are computed by the method

described in Section B of Chapter III of [8]. (This method is used to determine allocations
of fire in IDAGAM, INBATIM, TACWAR, JCS FPM, and IDAPLAN, all of which are
dynamic combat models.) Discussions of various aspects of this method can be found in

Chapter II of [9], on pages 98 through 100 of [10], on pages 31 and 32 of [11], on pages
53 and 54 of [12] (see also pages 42 and 43 of [121), and on pages 4 through 8 of [4].)

This method uses the following inputs.
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t = the (input) number of targets of type j in a typical target force, where thisJ
target force must contain a strictly positive number of targets of each type for

j = 1,...J; t! e (0,**).

a the (input) fraction of point-fire engagements that shooters of type i would

make, on average, against targets of type j (out of all of the point-fire

engagements made by shooters of that type) when the target force consists of

t., weapons of type j', where i = 1,....I, j = 1,...,J, and j'= 1,...,J; aie

[0,1].

The allocations of fire aij are then calculated by the formula

a. T..t/

i ie .j'= J' J

0 otherwise

for i = 1,.. ,I and j = 1,....J. Note that, according to this formula,

i a..= 1 whether or not ±a. =1.
j=1 J j=I1 J

See the aforementioned references for discussions concerning this method for allocating

fire in combat models.

c. Point-Fire Notation With Munitions

The following notation is used in point-fire attrition equations when multiple types

of munitions are being addressed.

M = the (input) number of types of munitions being considered; M e ( 1,2....

Pimj = the (input) probability of kill per engagement by a shooter of type i when
that shooter is making a point-fire engagement using munitions of type m

against a target of type j for i = 1....I, m = 1,...,M, and J = 1,...,J; Pimj

e [0,1].
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aij = aij(i) = the average fraction of point-fire engagements that shooters of type i

make against targets of type j using any type of munition (out of all of the

point-fire engagements made by that type-i shooter) when the target force,

i, is {i 1 ... ,i1, where i - 1,...,I and j = 1,...,J; aij e [0,1]. Note that:

a..=1

for all relevant i.

bimj - the average fraction of point-fire engagements by shooters of type i against

targets of type j that are made using munitions of type m, where i = 1 ....I,
m = 1,...,M, and j = 1,...,J; bimj c [0,1]. Note that:

7b. .=1
m iU

for all relevant i and j.

cimj = Cimjt) = the average fraction of point-fire engagements by shooters of type

i that are made using munitions of type m against targets of type j (out of all
of the point-fire engagements made by that type-i shooter) when the target

force, i is {i"1 ,...,iJ}, where i = 1,....I, m = 1,...,M, and j = 1,...,J; Cimj

e [0, 1]. Note that:

c. .=.b.imj ij imj

and so

a..lc.
ij M imj

and

b. Cimj
imj =

for all relevant i, in, and j.

amj = aimj(T) = the average fraction of point-fire engagements by shooters of type

i using munitions of type m that are made against targets of type j when the
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target force, I, is {tl .... ,}, where i = 1 m...,I, m = 1,...,M, and j = 1,...,J;

a..ei [0,1]. Note that:

C.jm

and

j M

for all relevant i, j, and m.

bi. = the average fraction of point-fire engagements that shooters of type i make
un

using munitions of type m against any target (out of all of the point-fire

engagements made by those type-i shooters), where i = 1,...,I and m =

1,....,M; bimj e [0,1]. Note that:

B . = 1, 

m im

and

a. b. a... .c.unij un ij imj imj

for all relevant i, m, and j.

aj = ai .(t) = the average number of point-fire engagements that a shooter of type

i makes per time period against targets of type j using any type of munition

when the target force, , is (i ,...,i), where i = 1....I and j = 1,...,J; ..

e [0,-). Note that:

a.. = e.a..
ii I ii
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for all relevant i and j.

b. = the average number of point-fire engagements that a shooter of type iUn

makes per time period using munitions of type m against any target, where

i 1,...,I and m = 1,...,M; tim e [0,oo). Note that:

b. = e.
im I im

for all relevant i and m.

= ~~i(t) = the average number of point-fire engagements that a shooter of

unj m
type i makes per time period using munitions of type m against targets of

type j when the target force, i, is {(i.,... 1 ), where i 1...I m = 1...,M,

andj = 1...J; imj e [0,oo). Note that:

Z. e =ec.

unj I Imj

and

Simj = e.M j tM

for all relevant i, m, and j.

The reason for introducing this multiply redundant notation is four-fold. First, of

course, some of it is needed in order to express the attrition equations categorized in the
taxonomy of Table 1. Second, any particular model could (in general) use any particular
form of this notation to express its attrition structure. By presenting the relationships

among multiple forms of this notation, the attrition structures of such models can be more

easily compared with each other and with the attrition equations described below. For
example, Reference [ 13] defines and uses terms that correspond to b in order to compute

attrition due to aircraft on close-air support and interdiction missions. Thus, defining and

relating t to the other notation used here simplifies comparing the attrition equations of [ 13]
to the structure presented here. Third, this notation may be useful for suggesting ideas for

future research. Finally, input data may be available (or more easily obtained) in particular

forms. By presenting the relationships among multiple forms for these data, the form most
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appropriate for the data in question can be used to determine input values, and other values

can then be calculated from these inputs as needed.

In particular, to exercise the attrition mechanisms discussed here, data are needed

for exactly one of the following sets of terms. For all relevant i, m, and j, data must be

obtained either for

(1) ej, aij ti, and bimj, or for

(2) ei, bim, and imj (), or for

(3) ei and cimjO , or for

(4 Y() and bimj, or for

A
(5) b. and i(), or for

unimj(6) Zimjpt )

Given data values for any one of these six sets of terms, values for all of the other terms

can be directly computed as indicated in the formulas above.

3. Notation Concerning Area Fire

a. General Area-Fire Notation

The following notation is used in area-fire attrition equations whether or not

multiple types of munitions are being considered.

U. = the (input) fraction of targets of type j that are vulnerable to area fire but not

to point fire forj = 1,...,J;. i r [,1-vj - uj].II

= the (input) number of area-fire combat zones where 1/I of the shooters are

assumed to be attacking 1 h' of the targets in each of these "i zones; "i e

(0,oo).
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= (iij. + v.)t' i = the (calculated) number of targets of type j per combat zone

that are vulnerable to area fire in the attrition process being considered for

j = I .... J.

dj = the (input) average size of the area needed by the defending side to

effectively operate a system (i.e., target) of type j for j = 1,..., J; dj e

(0,o). For simplicity, it is assumed that tIese operating areas are strictly

positive and do not overlap.

h = I d.f. = the (calculated) total size of the area per combat zone needed by the

j jJ

defending side to effectively operate all of its systems that are potentially

vulnerable to area fire. If desired, a simple extension here would be to

assume that the targets always occupy an area that is at least of size h',

.vhere h' is an input, and then h would be calculated by the formula:

h = max(h',Yd.i'.)
j jj

H = the geographical area of size ih in which the targets vulnerable to area fire

are located.

G = the geographical area into which the shooters are attacking usi.g area fire.

g = g'/'Z, where g' is the (input) size of G; for simplicity assume g' > 0, so g E

(0,**).

e. = the average number of area-fire salvos that a shooter of type i fires per time

period for i = l,....I; e e [0,**).

s. = .s.[i = the (calculated) number of area fire salvos that are made by all

shooters of type i per combat zone during the time period in question for i

If multiple types of munitions are not being explicitly considered, ". is an input to

the attrition calculations. If multiple types of minitions are being addressed, then E. either

can be an input or can be calculated as described in Section 3.c, below.
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A fundamental assumption made here is that

GcH if and only if g < h, 

G=H if and only if g = h, and

HcG if and only if g >_ h.

That is, if g _ h then all of the vulnerable targets are inside of the area being attacked by the

shooters, while if g 5 h then the area being attacked by the shooters is a subset of the area

containing the vulnerable targets.

There are several advantages to this assumption. First, it is reasonable that there be

an upper bound on the density of targets, i.e., it is unreasonable to assume that all of the

targets are always located in an area of fixed size no matter how many targets there are. In

a dynamic model, the number of targets being considered can (in general) vary both up and

down over time either as resources are added or moved or as allocations are changed.

Thus, even if the ratio of the initial number of targets to the initial target area is within a

maximum plausible density, it is appropriate to automatically ensure that this ratio does not

exceed such a plausible maximum over time due to the addition or movement of resources

or to their reassignments. Second, it is reasonable that there be an upper bound on the

number of targets any fixed number of shooters can kill. The assumption here will be used

(as described below) to place such an upper bound on the number of targets killed. (For

comparison, the simple homogeneous Lanchester linear difference equation

At = rin (kst,t)

has no such upper bound in that At goes to infinity as t goes to infinity for any fixed (non-

zero) values of s and k. Accordingly, it is generally unreasonable to use such Lanchester

linear equations in dynamic combat models.) Finally, while it would be easy to assume

that the smaller of G and H is not necessarily contained in the larger, it might be quite

difficult to obtain relevant data concerning such an assumption. Accordingly, for simplicity

and for reasonableness in data requirements, it is assumed that either G c H or H c G.

Given this assumption concerning G and H, let{ £.min(1, g/h) h>O0

0 h= 0,

so that i. is the number of targets of type j per combat zone that are vulnerable to area fireI

into G forj= ,....J.
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b. Area-Fire Notation Without Munitions

The following notation is used in area-fire atrition equations when multiple types of

munitions are not being explicitly considered. Let a, Pij and ai be defined as follows.

aij p..: For each j, a salvo by a shooter of type i creates an area of (input) size

ai.. such that if a target of type j is inside of that area then it is killed with

(input) probability pi (otherwise, it survives that salvo), where i=

1,...,I and j = 1,...,J; Iiji e [0,-) and Pij e [0,1].

a. = the (input) size of the area for a salvo by a shooter of type i that is used

to coordinate fire for those cases in which those shooters can

coordinate their fire; it is reasonable (but not necessary) to set i so that
min i.. i. ! maxi.;

j I j Ii

for simplicity, the formulas below require that ai be set so that

0 :5i i :5 g

for i = 1,...

c. Area-Fire Notation With Munitions

The following notation is used in area-fire attrition equations when multiple types of

munitions are being addressed.

M the (input) number of types of munitions being considered; M e
{ 1,2,...}.

iimniimj i: For each j, a salvo by a shooter of type i firing munitions of type m

creates an area of (input) size Aimj such that if a target of type j is inside

of that area then it is killed with (input) probability Pimj (otherwise, it
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survives that salvo), where i = 1,...,I, m = 1,...,M, and j =

Aimj e [O,co) and Pij r [0,1].

a.m =the (input) size of the area for a salvo by a shooter of type i firing

munitions of type m that is used to coordinate fire for those cases in

which those shooters can coordinate their fire; it is reasonable (but not

necessary) to set i so that

min'i . !5 1im max.
j Im iinj'

for simplicity, the formulas below require that i be set so that
U"

0 i<gi

for i = 1,...,I and m = 1,...,M.

bim the average fraction of area-fire salvos by shooters of type i that are

made using munitions of type m, where i = I....I and m = 1...,M; "himb

e [0,1]. Note that
Y.6. --1
m im

for all relevant i.

aim the average number of area-fire salvos that a shooter of type i makes

per time period using munitions of type m, where i = 1...,I and m
1'.... M; im e [0,-o).

Either eim for all relevant i and m or Ei and b.m for all relevant i and m are needed as inputs

to these area-fire attrition calculations. If values for ei and im are input, then 'e'm can be

calculated by

im im

If values for e. are input, then t. and 6. can be calculated bym aim2
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e. = m i

7 m

and
b. = . / ..
bim im /d

4. Notation Concerning Functions

For any non-negative number x, let LxJ denote the largest integer less than or equal

to x and let <x> be the fractional part of x so that

x = LxJ + <x>.

To prevent anomalies in the 'equations below, it will frequently be necessary to

consider the term

min( 1,x)

Such anomalies could potentially occur, for example, in point fire if (perhaps due to
previous attrition) the number of targets of some type is strictly between zero and one, and

in area fire if the lethal area of a single shooter, Uii or iim , exceeds the target area h. For

simplicity in writing the equations below, let

1(x) = min(l,x)

D. POINT-FIRE ATTRITION EQUATIONS

1. Point-Fire Equations That do not Consider Munitions

Throughout this section it is assumed that if a shooter of type i attacks a target of

type j, then it kills that target (i.e., fires a lethal shot at that target) with probability Pij, and

that these killing processes are mutually independent of each other and of all target selection

processes. Two or more shooters might attack and fire lethal shots at the same target,

which results in only one target being killed.

a. A General Form for Calculating Point-Fire Attrition

Three of the attrition equations presented below can be put into the general form:
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if LII I ([---;-.a./x..p.(x..))] t. > 0

j iJl

0 t. =0,

where the specification of xij differs for each of the three equations. The reasons for

presenting this general form are: (1) to help relate the equations presented below to each

other and to the point-fire equations that explicitly consider munitions in Section 2 below,

and (2) to note that it may be possible to develop and relate other attrition equations to those

considered here by specifying xij in other ways. It should also be noted that there may be

several ways to specify xij that are structurally consistent (i.e., Atj is properly bounded and

moves in the correct direction as parameters are changed) but are not appropriate in that the
resulting attrition equations do not follow from a consistent set of physically realizable
assumptions. Future research might address alternative specifications and develop
reasonable interpretations for xij.

b. Uncoordinated Fire

Briefly, uncoordinated point fire assumes: (1) that each shooter of type i on each of

its engagements selects one target (from among those vulnerable) to attack, where the
probability that it selects a particular target of type j is aj..j, and (2) that the target selection

Ii J

processes are all mutually independent, so that, for example, two or more different

shooters can select the same target to attack and can fire lethal shots at that target, which

results in only one target being killed. The lack of coordination among shooters is reflected

in the mutually independent selection of targets by all shooters on all of their engagements.

See Section B.3 of Chapter V of Reference [8] for details concerning these uncoordinated

fire assumptions. The assumption of uncoordinated point fire yields

I L J
z [Ll- I"I (1--Pij-(aijt.)) (1-<9 i>p ij - (a i )) t'. >0

i l ii

At.J

0 t.=o.
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Note that setting xij = ai. / !j in the general form above produces Equation P1. Note

also that Equation P1 is identical to the attrition equation assuming uncoordinated fire as

defined in B.3 of Chapter V of Reference [81 whenever, for each i, either Si is an integer or

9. < 1. If, for some i, 9 . is not an integer and is greater than one, then these equations1 1

differ only in how to interpolate results between LgiJ and L i + 1. The choice is

arbitrary--any reasonable interpolation would do. The advantages of P1 over the

corresponding interpolation in Reference [8] are: (1) the interpolation for si > 1 suggested

here is consistent with the linear interpolation used by both equations for 0 < si <1, (2)

Equation P1 is consistent with the general form given above, and (3) Equation P1 might be

more computationaily efficient than the corresponding equation in [8] since P1 takes a real

to an integer power while [8] takes a real to a real power. However, these differences are

very minor and only affect cases involving nonintegral numbers of shooters--in essence,

these two equations are identical.

c. Preallocated Fire

Briefly, preallocated fire assums: (1) that (the fraction) aij of the s'i engagements

by shooters of type i are directed against targets of type j, where aij is a deterministic
quantity, (2) that each shooter on each of its engagements selects, according to a uniform

distribution, one target (from among those of the type it is directed against) to attack, and
(3) that all of the target selection processes are mutually independent. (For comparison, in
uncoordinated fire the expected number of engagements by shooters of type i against

targets of type j is 9iaij, but this expected number is an average of many possible

realizations. Conversely, here it is assumed that, through coordination, this expected

number of engagements is achieved as close as integer constraints allow.) The assumption

of preallocated fire yields
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Equation P2: l- I I l-p -(l t)) ia (l- <-sia >pj ! l r))] . > 0

iJ

0 T. =0.

Note that setting xij = 1ff for all i in the general form given in Section a above

produces Equation P2. Note also that Equation P2 is identical to Equation 19 of Reference
[1] if: (a) none of the numbers of targets by type (tj here, Rj in [1]) are less than one, (b)
all of the probabilities of detection (dij) in [1] are one, and (c) the number of engagements

by each type of shooter assigned to each type of target (-Sia i here, B(ij) in [1]) are all

integers and

siaj = B(ij)

for all i and j. Thus, the only fundamental difference between Equation P2 and Equation
(19) of Il is that (19) allows probabilities of detection to be less than one, while this paper
assumes that all such one-on-one probabilities of detection are (essentially) one.

d. Coordinated Fire Within Shooter Types, Uncoordinated Fire

Across Shooter Types

As in Section c above, this level of coordination also assumes that shooters by type

are preallocated to targets by type so that aj of the Si engagements by shooters of type i are

directed against targets of type j, but (unlike Section c) it does not assume that, given this
preallocation, the fires are uncoordinated. Instead, this level of coordination assumes that
each shooter of any given type coordinates with all of the other shooters of that same type
that are directed against the same type of target in order to distribute their fire as evenly as
possible over the particular targets of that type. However, shooters of different types (even
though they are preallocated against the same type of target) are assumed to be unable to
coordinate their fire at particular targets. These assumptions yield
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I
I

Laa

1

/1 

:

ztj [1 - (1-Pij) (1-<siaij>Pij)] j> 0
At.=

0 .=0.

Note that setting xij = 1 for all i and j in the general form given in Section a above

produces Equation P3.

The rationale behind Equation P3 is roughly as follows. Since shooters are
preallocated against targets by type, attrition to the tj targets of type j depends only on the

engagements against those targets by the i.a.. shooters of type i for all relevant i. For each

relevant i and j, let Sij denote the event that a particular target of type j survives an

encounter involving 9.ai shooters of type i and i targets of type j. Then, since the event Sij

is homogeneous in shooter type and target type, the results of Reference [5] apply, and

Prob[S..) = (1- P) (1 -<iai...>p..)
1J~ Ii lii Ii

Since shooters do not coordinate across shooter types, the overall probability that a
particular target survives is the product of the probabilities that it survives each type of
shooter. Thus, the probability that a particular target of type j survives all of the types of

shooters is

H Prob (Si.)
i=1

Further, since each target of the same type has, a priori, the same probability of survival,
I

At.=i [ I - H Prob (S.).

Making the appropriate substitution gives Equation P3 (for z = 1 and i. > 0).

e. Coordinated Fire Across all Shooter Types

The assumption that all of the shooters can coordinate their fire with each other
allows many different allocations of fire. For consistency, for (relative) simplicity, and for
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useful implementation, shooters by type are again assumed to be preallocated to targets by

type so that aij of the [. possible engagements by shooters of type i are directed against the

i. vulnerable targets of type j. Given this preallocation, what the shooting side clearly
J

would like to do (short of having a shoot-look-shoot capability) is to coordinate fire in such
a manner as to maximize the number of targets of each type that are killed. Given an
integral number of shooters (engagements) and an integral number of targets, the problem
of finding an optimal integral allocation of specific shooters to specific targets could be
quite difficult. For the purposes here, all of these integer restrictions are ignored, and no
optimization problem is solved. Instead, two heuristic methods to coordinate fire are
presented. In the first method, the numbers of possible engagements by type of shooter are
distributed in a relatively even manner over the targets of the designated type without
explicit regard to the probable results of those engagements. If there are more than enough
shooters to engage all of the targets, then the shooters attack in evenly distributed layers
with no coordination among layers. (This method has a direct analogue in area fire.) In the
second method, the shooters are assumed to be further preallocated against individual
targets of the type in question, where this further preallocation depends on both the
numbers of shooters by type and the probabilities of kill of each type of shooter against the
type of target in question. (This method does not have an analogue in area fire.) These
two methods are discussed, in turn, below.

(1) Even Distribution of Fire by Numbers of Engagements

For this method, the following additional assumptions are made. Let q. denote the

total number of engagements that have been allocated against targets of type j, so that

q]J i 1 Ia ij "

Let qij denote the fraction of these engagements that are made by shooters of type i, so that
gi iij / q > 0

qij=

0 =0.

If q. is less than or equal to ii, then this level of coordination assumes that all engagements
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are made against different targets. If 4. is greater than I, then this level of coordination
j J

assumes that the shooters attack in layers where: (1) the fraction of engagements by

shooters of type i in each layer is qi, (2) the total number of engagements made by each

layer except (perhaps) for the last layer is i (the last layer can make fewer than i.
J J

engagements) and each engagement in the same layer is made against a different target, and
(3) subject to the restriction that no target is engaged more than once by the shooters in any
one layer, the shooters randomly select a target to engage such that the selections of which
targets are engaged by which shooters are mutually independent among all layers. (Note

that, if~. is less than or equal to 1., then this is the special case of multiple-possible-layer
J J

attack that consists of only one layer.)

Since each of these layers has the same mix of shooters engaging the same type of
target and since events are independent across layers, an average probability of kill can be

used. Let Pj denote this average, so that
JP

-j Pijqij .

These coordination assumptions yield

Equation P4.1

where 0. and 4. are as defined just above.
j j

Several points should be noted concerning Equation P4.1. First, this attrition
equation cannot be obtained from the general form presented in Section a, above, by setting
xij to suitable quantities. It is, however, a homogeneous special case of that general form.

Second, note that the first three levels of coordination discussed above have the
property that, as the level of coordination is increased (holding all else constant), the
amount of attrition increases (or, in degenerate cases, remains constant). This property
carries over here if
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s .a.. <t..
i--1 IJ j

That is, if this inequality holds then Atj as computed by Equation P4.1 is greater than or

equal to Atj as computed by Equation P3 (when using the same parameters in each case).

However, if

Ia.. > .

then Equation P3 can produce higher attrition than Equation P4.1. For example, suppose

that there are three shooters of type 1, three shooters of type 2, three targets of only one

type, and that pI1 = 0.50 and P21 = 0.25. Then Equation P3 gives

At1 = 1.875

while Equation P4.1 gives

At, 1.828.

Some additional comments concerning monotonicity with respect to these levels of

coordination are given following the presentation of Equation P4.2, below.

Finally, note that, unlike Equations P1, P2, and P3, Equation P4.1 is not
monotonically non-decreasing in the number of shooters. That is, the attrition equations

presented here are in the form

Atj = fj(sj,...,sI,tl,...,tj,.) = fj(s,t,E)

for some parameter set E. The attrition equations for the first three levels of coordination

above have the property that, if si > si for all i, then

fj(s1,t,P) - fj(s,t,)

However, Equation P4.1 does not have this property. That is, there exist cases in which

s. ;> s. for all i yet1 1

fj(s ,t,F-) <fj(s,t,F_)

according to Equation P4.1. For example, suppose that there are two types of shooters,

one type of target, tl = 2, Pul = 0.9, and P21 = 0.1. Then, according to Equation P4.1, if

there are two shooters of type 1 and no shooters of type 2 then At, = 1.8, while if there are

two shooters of type I and two shooters of type 2 then At1 drops to 1.5.
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Equation P4.2, below, is also subject to this non-monotonicity in the number of

shooters, but it appears to be less sensitive to this anomaly than Equation P4.1. This

characteristic will be discussed further following the presentation of Equation P4.2, next.

(2) Proportional Distribution of Fire by Potential Kills

For this method of coordination, shooters are assumed to be further preallocated in

the following manner.

For each relevant i and j, let wij be such that 0 < wij < 1 and

±w..-l.
iff lJ

Given wij, shooters are assumed to be assigned to targets such that: (1) all of the 9 .a..

engagements by shooters of type i that are to be allocated against targets of type j are

allocated only against w..I. targets of type j, and (2) no shooters of different types ever

shoot at the same target. That is, the i. targets of type j are subdivided into I disjoint groupsJ

of size w.. and shooters of type i fire at (and only at) the ith such group. With thisIi J

s-acture, each shooter versus target interaction is homogeneous in both shooter and target

types. Thus (given that the shooting side does not have a shoot-look-shoot capability) it is

optimal for the shooters to distribute their fire as evenly as possible over the targets in each

of these homogeneous interactions. Accordingly, the resultant attrition in this case would

be given by:

At. = zi. [1 w( -p )- -
i l

which can be approximated by:

At. fzi. [ I - ± wij(1-pi .
J J i 'i
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This formulation gives rise to the optimization problem:

max At.
w.. IIi

such that 0:< wij < 1 and

±W..=l

Dropping momentarily the notation irrelevant to this optimization problem (such as the

subscript over target types) and using the approximate form for Atj above, this optimization

problem becomes:

max 
w i( - pi)

wi=
w.>O

such that 0 5 wi < 1 and

i = 1i

while, with the original form for Atj, this optimization problem becomes:

Ls/witJmax wi (1-p i)  (1-<si/w it>P i)
wi  l

w.>O

such that 0 wi 1 and

W.-1± i=l.

Future research could address this latter optimization problem (or, if it is too difficult or

intractable, the former problem could be addressed). For the time being, reasonable but not

necessarily optimal values for wij will simply be postulated.

The attrition structure above is essentially complete once values for wij are

specified. Until the appropriate optimization problems are adequately solved, assume that

values for wij are given as follows. Let

W= a

and
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Fsia.Pj/w. w> 0

wii =1
0 W. = O.

J

In a sense, saPijPij is the number of potential kills that shooters of type i can make against

targets of type j. Thus, thic, specification of wij sets the number of targets assigned to

shooters of type i in proportion to the number of potential kills that those shooters can make

against those targets. This specification of wij yields

F, azLlim.W~l:

t1- w ii) (1-<s.a../w.ij>pij)] W. > 0 and!. > 0• ffii J J

0 W. =0 (crt. =0,
J J

where w.. and W are as defined just above.II J

Like Equation P4.1, Equation P4.2 cannot be obtained from the general form

presented in Section a by setting xij to suitable quantities.

Also like Equation P4.1, Equation P4.2 can produce either higher or lower attrition
than Equation P3 (and so "increasing" i.e level of coordination for that represented by

Equation P3 to that represented by either P4.1 or P4.2 could, in some cases, decrease the

amount of attrition inflicted). The same example given for Equation P4.1 to demonstrate

this relationship (namely, three shooters of two types, three targets of one type, Pi1 =

0.50, and p21 = 0.25) produces the same results here--Equation P3 gives

Atl = 1.875

while both Equation P4.1 and Equation P4.2 give

Atl = 1.828.

If monotonicity in these levels of coordination is desired here, then it can be

obtained by replacing Equations P4.1 and P4.2 with Equation P4', where the attrition

produced by Equation P4' would equal, for each target type j, the maximum of the attrition
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computed by Equations P3, P4.1, and P4.2. Since the attrition produced by Equation P3

cannot be less than that produced by P2, this property would also apply to Equation P4'.

(It is an open question here whether or not this property applies to Equation P4.1 or P4.2.)

Note that there is no dominating relationship between the attrition produced by
Equation P4.1 and Equation P4.2 in the sense that, with one set of data, Equation P4.1 can

produce higher attrition than Equation P4.2, while with another set of data, Equation P4.2
can produce higher attrition than Equation P4.1. For example, suppose that there are two

shooters of type 1, two shooters of type 2, four targets of only one type, and that PII = 0.9

and p21 = 0.3. Then according to Equation P4.1

At1 = 2.40,

while according to Equation P4.2

Ati = 2.31.

For comparison purposes, according to Equation P3 for this example

Atj = 2.13.

Conversely, reconsider the example above in which there are two shooters of type 1, two

shooters of type 2, two targets of only one type, P 11 = 0.9, and P12 = 0.1. Here,

according to Equation P4.1

Ati = 1.50,

while according to Equation P4.2

At, 1.77.

For comparison purposes, according to Equation P3 for this example

At1 - 1.82.

Since all three of these attrition equations produce

At1 = 1.80

in this latter example if there are no shooters of type 2, this example also serves to
demonstrate that, like Equation P4.1, Equation P4.2 need not be monotonic in the number
of shooters. It is, however, closer to being monotonic than Equation P4.1 in this example.
Indeed, if the example is changed so that Pi I = 0.8 and P21 = 0.2, then attrition according
to Equation P4.2 increases slightly as s2 is increased from 0 to 2 (At1 changes from 1.60 to
1.61), while attrition according to Equation P4.1 still decreases (Ati, changes from 1.60 to
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1.50). For comparison, attrition according to Equation P3 increases from Atl = 1.60 to Atl
= 1.64 in this case.

The examples just above involve (for Equation P4.2) fractional shooters attacking
fractional targets. An example in which, according to Equation P4.2, integral numbers of

shooters attack integral numbers of targets yet attrition decreases as the number of shooters
is increased is as follows. Suppose that there are dtree shooters of type 1, no shooters of
type 2, three targets of only one type, and that P11 = 0.95 and P21 = 0.475. Then,

according to Equation P4.2, Atl = 2.85. However, if the number of shooters of type 2 is

increased from 0 to 3, then At1 decreases to about 2.80.

Clearly there is room for more research here. If additional work is done in this
area, it should be noted that there are (otherwise plausible sounding) coordination rules for

which, not only can Atj decrease as 9' is increased, but also Atj can have (discontinuous)

negative jumps as si is increased (for some i). The coordination rules that lead to Equations

P4.1 and P4.2 do not have this undesirable property--Atj is a continuous function of si in

these equations.

f. Shoot-Look-Shoot Fire

The point of this section is to remind the reader that still higher levels of
coordination are (theoretically) possible. In particular, there are many variations of shoot-
look-shoot firing processes that can be considered. While none of these processes may be

computationally attractive, preallocated shoot-look-shoot with no upper bound on the
number of engagements per target may be, relatively speaking, the most tractable of these

shoot-look-shoot processes. In anticipation of the detailed specification of this process by
Reference [14], unbounded preallocated shoot-look-shoot attrition that does not explicitly

consider munitions is labeled P5 here.

2. Point-Fire Equations That Explicitly Consider Munitions

The point of this section is to extend the point-fire equations presented in Section 1
to equations that explicitly consider multiple types of munitions. For each of the levels of
coordination considered in Section 1, one or more corresponding levels are considered here

and the corresponding attrition equations that explicitly consider munitions are given. The
goal here is essentially just to present these equations, not to provide either a detailed
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discussion of assumptions that might underlie these equations or a mathematical derivation

of these equations from such assumptions.

Throiighout this section it is assumed that if a shooter or type i attacks a target of

type j using munitions of type m, then it kills that target (i.e., fires a lethal shot at that

target) with probability pimj, and that the killing processes are mutually independent of each

other and of all target selection processes. Two or more shooters might attack and fire

lethal shots at the same target, which results in only one target being killed.

a. A General Form for Calculating Point-Fire Attrition

A general form for calculating point-fire attrition when explicitly considering

munitions that correspond to the general form presented in Section L.a, above, is:

I M L&c./xAJ

i=1 M=l rn
Atj - (1---<ie. unj'/X'mi "i> ' uni'lX'mj) '.>0

0 j =0

where the specification of Ximj differs as described tk ow. In particular, three of the

following attrition equations that consider munitions can be put into this general form by

specifying ximj in three different ways. As in Section 1, the reasons for presenting this

general form are: (1) to help relate the equations presented below to each other and to the

point-fire equations that do not consider munitions described above, and (2) to note that it

may be possible to develop and relate other attrition equations to those considered here by

specifying ximj in other ways. Also as in Section 1, it should be noted that there may be

several ways to specify Ximj that are structurally consistent (i.e., Atj is properly bounded

and moves in the correct direction as parameters are changed) but are not appropriate in that

the resulting attrition equations do not follow from a consistent set of physically realizable

assumptions. No such alternative specifications of Ximj are discussed here.

b. Uncoordinated Fire

Uncoordinated fire here assumes: (1) that each shooter of type i on each of its

engagements selects one target (from among those vulnerable) to attack, where the

probability that it selects a particular target of type j to attack in an engagement in which the
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shooter is using munitions of type m is i mj1j, and (2) that the target selection processes are
in]J

all mutually independent. This assumption of uncoordinated point fire yields

Equation M1:

I Mzi[ I lIl (1-Pimjl(ima/
i=l m=l

At. = 1 ! imj ij)) j T.> 0

0 t =0.

Note that setting Ximj = aimjA in the general form above produces Equation PM1.

Note also that setting M = 1 (so that multiple types of munitions are not being addressed)

essentially converts Equation PM1 into Equation P1.

c. Preallocated Fire

Preallocated fire here assumes: (1) that aimj of the 1B im possible engagements by

shooters of type i with munitions of type m are directed against targets of type j, where aimj

is a deterministic quantity, (2) each shooter in each of its engagements selects, according to

a uniform distribution, one target (from among those of the type it is directed against) to

attack, and (3) that the target selection processes are all mutually independent. This

assumption of preallocated fire yields

Equation PM2: IM L.0.c_ .:
I Mn

zt Il-fi fli -p. .i~))
i=l m=l

(1-< icimj>pimj 1h1f))] > 0

0 i.=0
3J
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Note that setting Ximj = Ir/ in the general form above produces Equation PM2.
Note also that setting M = 1 essentially converts Equation PM2 into Equation P2.

d. Partially or Completely Coordinated Fire Within Shooter Types,
Uncoordinated Fire Across Shooter Types

(1) Coordinated Fire Only Within Both Shooter and Munition

Types

This level of coordination also assumes that shooters by type are preallocated to

targets by type so that 1i.jof the 9.B. possible engagements by shooters of type i with

munitions of type m are directed against targets of type j, but it does not assume that, given
this preallocation, the fires are uncoordinated. Instead, this level of coordination assumes
that each shooter of any given type when using munitions of any given type coordinates

with all other shooters of that type using munitions of that type in order to distribute their
fire as evenly as possible over the targets of that type. However, shooters of the same type
using different types of munitions and shooters of different types (no matter what
munitions they are using) are assumed to be unable to coordinate with each other. These

assumptions yield

F~uation PM3, 1:

I M L~icx C

i= m=1 imj
tj=(1-< ic imj tj>Pim) 1. > 0

0 =0.

Note that setting Ximj = 1 in the general form above produces Equation PM3. 1.
Note also that setting M = 1 essentially converts Equation PM3.1 into Equation P3.

(2) Coordinated Fire Within Shooter Types but Across all

Munitions Used by Each Type of Shooter

As above, this level of coordination assumes that shooters by type are preallocated

to targets by type so that aimj of the Kibim possible engagements by shooters of type i with
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munitions of type m are directed against targets of type j. It also assumes that each shooter

of any given type coordinates with all other shooters of that type, no matter what munitions

they are using.

This coordination of munitions of different types raises essentially the same

problems as discussed in Section L.e, above, concerning the coordination of shooters of

different types, and either (or both) of the two heuristic methods for considering such

coordination discussed there could also be used here to address these coordination

problems. For simplicity, only the second of these two methods is presented here. In
particular, a procedure for considering coordination among the use of various types of
munitions that corresponds to the second of the two heuristic methods given in Section i.e

for considering coordination among types of shooters is as follows. Let

U m=1 iimjPimj

and ii i-pm i > 0

*imj

0 0i -.

Given Wimj' the shooters of type i are assumed to be further preallocated against the targets

of type j such that: (1) all of the 9icm engagements by shooters of type i with munitions of

type m that are assigned against targets of type j are allocated only against w-... targets of

that type, and (2) no shooters of the same type using munitions of different types attack the

same target. Further, the cim. engagements by shooters of type i using munitions of type

m are assumed to be distributed as evenly as possible over the w.. targets they are

allocated against. These assumptions yield
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zt.[1-1l( l 'im(1-Pimj)

J i1 n=1 imj imWO. ,>0

Atj (1-<siCi/im!>Pi ] 'i > 0 and!. > 0

0 V.. = 0 or!. = 0

where .mj and v,.. are as defined just above.

Note that, unlike Equation PM3.1, Equation PM3.2 is not a special case of the
general form presented above. However, like Equation PM3. 1, setting M = 1 essentially
converts Equation PM3.2 into Equation P3.

e. Coordinated Fire Across all Shooter Types

The characteristics, problems, and potential anomalies discussed in Section L.e,
above, all directly extend to the consideration of multiple types of munitions--and the
structure proposed there also extends directly here. In particular, again assume that the

shooters by type are preallocated to the targets by type so that imj of the 'bm possible

engagements by shooters of type i with munitions of type m are directed only against
targets of type j.

Given this preallocation, two heuristic methods for coordinating fire are presented
below, where these methods are the direct extension of the two methods presented in

Section i.e. In the first method, the numbers of possible engagements by type of shooter
and type of munition are distributed in a relatively even manner over the targets of the
designated type without regard to the probable results of those engagements. If there are
more than enough shooters to engage all of the targets, then the shooters attack in evenly
distributed layers with no coordination between layers. (This case has a direct analogue in
area fire). In the second method, the shooters are assumed to be further preallocated
against individual targets of the type in question, where this further preallocation depends
on the numbers of engagements that each type of shooter can make with each type of
munition and on the probabilities of kill of those shooters with those munitions against that
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type of target. (This method does not have an analogue in area fire.) These two methods

are discussed, in turn, below.

(1) Even Distribution of Fire by Numbers of Engagements

For this method, the following additional assumptions are made. Let qj denote the

total number of engagements that have been allocated against targets of type j, so that here

4i = i K S.C. .
-i=l m=1 i I imj

Let qimj denote the fraction of these engagements that are made by shooters of type i using

munitions of type m, so that here
"qij . Sici/'qj qj >0

S040

If 4j is less than or equal to t, then this level of coordination assumes that all engagementsj J
are made against different targets. If q. is greater than t, then this level of coordination

assumes that the shooters attack in layers where: (1) the fraction of engagements by

shooters of type i using munitions of type m in each layer is qimj, (2) the total number of

engagements made by each layer except (perhaps) for the last layer is Z (the last layer can
J

have fewer than . engagements) and each engagement in the same layer is made against a
J

different target, and (3) subject to the restriction that no target is engaged more than once by

the shooters in any one layer, the shooters randomly select a target to engage such that the

selections of which targets are engaged by which shooters using which types of munitions

are mutually independent among all layers.

Since each of these layers consists of the same distribution of shooters using the

same distribution of munitions against the same type of target and since events are

independent across layers, an average probability of kill can be used. Let Pj denote this

average, so that here
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m Pim jqimj

These coordination assumptions yield

Euation PM4.1:

if.=zt [ 1-(1-pj) (X--tjJj )

J J J IJ J

where Pj and qj are as defined just above. Thus, the only difference between Equation

P4.1 and Equation PM4.1 is the definition of P. and 4i, and setting M = 1 makes these

definitions equivalent.

(2) Proportional Distribution of Fire by Potential Kills

For this method of coordination, shooters are assumed to be further preallocated in

the following manner.

Here, let

" i -sic imjPimjJi=l M=I

so that W .is a measure of the number of potential kills that all of the assigned shooters canJ

make against targets of type j, and let

gicimj Pimj / > 0

wimj = 0 W. =0.

J

Given wimj, the shooters of type i are assumed to be further preallocated against

targets of type j such that: (1) all of the sicimj engagements by shooters of type i with

munitions of type m that are assigned against targets of type j are allocated only against

w.i.t targets of that type, and (2) for all relevant i and m, no shooter of type i usingtmj j

munitions of type m attacks the same target as a shooter of type i using munitions of type

m' if i * i' or m * m'. Further, the g'c.. engagements by shooters of type i using
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munitions of type m are assumed to be distributed as evenly as possible over the Wimjj

targets they are allocated against.

These assumptions yield

W. .>0
Atj =•  (1<Sim~im!WmjtjPimQ] w~j>O0and ..l>O0

0 W. = 0 andY. = 0
J J

where Wimj and W. are as defined just above.J

Note that setting M = 1 essentially converts Equation PM4.2 into Equation P4.2.

f. Shoot-Look-Shoot Fire

As stated in Section l.f, above, there are many types of shoot-look-shoot fire. The

particular type proposed there is to preallocate this fire, but then to place no upper bound on

the number of engagements per target given this preallocation. In addition to being more

computationally tractable than other types of shoot-look-shoot fire, this type of fire has the

advantage that it has a simple and straightforward extension to cases in which multiple

types of munitions are explicitly considered. In anticipation of the detailed specification of

such a process by Reference [14], unbounded preallocated shoot-look-shoot attrition that

considers multiple types of munitions is labeled PM5 here.

E. AREA-FIRE ATTRITION EQUATIONS

As with point fire above, the goal here is to describe various forms of area fire in

somewhat general terms and to postulate specific attrition equations that correspond to these

general descriptions. Future research is needed if it is desired to convert these general

descriptions into specific sets of assumptions and to rigorously derive the resultant attrition

equations from these assumptions.
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The descriptions (in Sections 1 and 2) below will typically be presented as if the

number of area-fire combat zones, "i, is one. (Occasionally, combat zones will be explicitly

mentioned.) This general omission of combat zones will considerably simplify the

wording of the following discussions at no real loss in generality, since the extension to

multiple combat zones is clear. In particular, multiple combat zones assume that 1/i of the

shooters and 1/i of the targets are in each of 'i combat zones, with no interaction among

various zones. Thus, a description of combat in one zone suffices. The formal statement

of the attrition equations (and any ancillary equations or notation) will include " as

appropriate.

Of the total number of targets of typl, j, tj, the fraction vj are vulnerable to both area

fire and point fire while the fraction U. are vulnerable to area fire only. Thus, the total
J

number of vulnerable targets per combat zone, t., is given by

t. = (Ui. + v.)tfi

Throughout this section these vulnerable targets are assumed to be uniformly

distributed over a target area, H, of size Bh, where

h = i d.t'..

The shooters are assumed to be firing into an attack area, G, of size "ig. As stated in

Section C.3.a, it is assumed that G c H if g 5 h and H c G if h g. Thus, the number of

targets that are both vulnerable and are in the area being attacked (per combat zone), i., is

given by

t. mini1, g/h) h>O

0 h=O.
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1. Area-Fire Equations That do not Consider Munitions

a. Uncoordinated Fire

The uncoordinated area-fire attrition equation stated below is postulated to follow
from the following general assumptions. Each salvo by each shooter of type i results in J

5 (overlapping) lethal areas, where the size of the jth lethal area is Idi. (These lethal areas can

be pictured as being concentric circles whose radii depend on the type of shooter and typeiof potential target in that a target of a particular type can be killed by a salvo from a shooter
of a particular type only if that target is within the corresponding radius of the center of the

impact area of that salvo.) If i g then the jt lethal area is contained in G, and if g . ij

then G is contained in the jth lethal area. (This statement assumes that i = 1, the extension
to general " is obvious.) If a target of type j is in the jth lethal area of a salvo by a shooter

of type i, then it is killed with probability Pii by that salvo (otherwise, it survives that

I salvo). The locations of the jth lethal area of different salvos are uniformly distributed and
are mutually independent in the sense that if Alj,...,ANj are the lethal areas covered by N

such salvos, if . =i when n and i are such that the nth salvo is fired by a shooter of typc
ni ii

i, and if x is a randomly generated point according to a uniform distribution over G, then

N N
Prob (ex e rl A n} minfl,a/g}

n=1 n = n

N

I
The uniform distribution and mutual independence (i.e., lack of coordination) of

these salvos, combined with the uniform distribution of targets and the assumptions

concerning G and H, lead to

lII Lii

At -'iij I- rI(1--:l ij I(d i/g)) 01-ii (ii /gl.-esi>)].
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Note that "edge effects" are being ignored here in that it is assumed that: (1) the

lethal areas of all salvos fall entirely within G, (2) G c H if g < h and H c G if h < g, and

(3) if x is a randomly generated point according to a uniform distribution over G, then

Prob(x e Ai. = (i?/g)

where Aij is the jth lethal area covered by a salvo from a shooter of type i.

b. Coordinated Fire Within Shooter Types, Uncoordinated Fire
Across Shooter Types

If shooters of the same type can coordinate their area fire then, given that the targets
are randomly and uniformly distributed over the target area, the shooters want to cover the

attack area as evenly as possible. If 'i.. did not depend on j, then the assumption that "edge

effects" can be ignored would yield a simple formula for such uniform coverage. The
assumption that "edge effects" car be ignored will be kept throughout this paper, and the

following approach is suggested to handle cases in which Id varies with j.

Shooters of type i are assumed to coordinate their area fire based on a planning size,
denoted by i in Section C.3.b, above. Since i is independent of j and since "edge effects"

are being ignored, it is easy to plan uniform coverage based on this planning size. For

example, ifi = 1, 19 = 30 and g = 20, then half of G would be planned to be covered by

one salvo from shooters of type i while the other half would be planied to be covered by

two such salvos. The impact of planning fire based on i. is assessed as follows.
1

Suppose, for a particular j, that 1iij = i/2. Then, while a salvo by a shooter of type

i is planned to cover an area of size i, its lethal area with respect to targets of type j is only

Ri/2. Thus, the probability that such a salvo kills a randomly (uniformly) located target in

its planned attack area (of size i) is

Conversely, for a particular j, suppose that a. = 2.. Then the attacker would plan on

using two salvos by shooters of type i in order to provide single coverage of an area of size
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a... Yet, since aij = 2i, two such salvos (if coordinated) would provide double coverage

of that area. The probability that a target of type j is killed in such a double-covered area is

2 (a)

In general, it is assumed that if shooters of type i coordinate their area fire such that each

shooter of type i plans to attack an area of size ii, and that no shooters of that type plan to

attack the same area until the whole attack area has been covered by that type of shooter,

then the probability that a target of type j located in particular type-i shooters' attack area is

killed by a salvo from that shooter, i' is given by

1--(1--i) (1-0i<a./ia.>) a. > 0
IiJ

0 a. =0,

where a.. minf.., g) .

This structure for coordinating fire within shooter types combined with the

assumption of no coordination among different types of shooters leads to

Eguation A3:

I Lsi/gJ
At i [1- I (1-.p (l-.i/g>)]

where is as defined just above.

This equation is labeled A.3 instead of A.2, even though it is the second area fire
equation, for consistency with the corresponding underlying assumptions concerning point

fire. The second equation for point fire, preallocated point fire, has no analogue in area

fire.
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c. Coordinated Fire Across all Shooter Types

Many of the characteristics, problems, and potential anomalies discussed in Section

D. i.e concerning coordinated point fire have analogues concerning coordination in area

fire. In particular, if all fire can be coordinated, then the attacker may want to coordinate its

fire to maximize some measure of the number of targets killed, and it is not clear how to

perform this maximization. One of the heuristic techniques proposed in Section D. 1.e,

preallocation of shooters to a subset of the targets of a particular type in proportion to

particular kills, does not have an analogue in area fire because area fire does not allocate

shooters to targets. The other heuristic technique proposed in Section D. 1.e, independent
layers of fire with each layer being the same mix of shooters, does have a direct analogue in

area fire--this analogue is proposed below.

Assume that the shooters coordinate their fire in the following manner. Let q

denote the total (planning) area that can be covered by all of the shooters per combat zone,

so that

4 = 1 gii

Let 4i denote the fraction of this area that is due to shooters of type i, so that

0 4=0.

If 4 is less than or equal to g, then each salvo fires into its own planning area. If 4 is

greater than g, then the shooters are assumed to fire in layers such that: (1) the fraction of

the area covered by each layer that is due to shooters of type i is 'i, (2) each layer, except

(perhaps) for the last layer, exactly covers the attacked area of size g with no overlap

among the planned attack areas of different salvos in the same layer, (i.e., in each layer,

each salvo fires into its own planning area), and (3) the areas covered by shooters of

different types in different layers are mutually independent in the sense that knowledge that

an independently randomly generated point in G is contained in the planning area of a salvo

by a shooter of a particular type in a particular layer gives no information concerning the
coverage of that point by any other layer. (For example, if 4 = 2.5g, then knowledge that a

point is covered by the planning area of a salvo for a shooter of type i in the first layer gives
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no information concerning which type of shooters will cover that point in the second layer
or whether or not that point will be covered in the third layer.)

Since each of these layers has the same mix of shooters and since events are

independent across layers, an average probability of kill can be used. Let . denote this

average, so that

where, as above,

LaAJ
i -Ij 1J> 1 > 0

pij 
=I

0 i.=0,

and a. = min{a.., g )
13 1i

These coordination assumptions yield

Equation A4:

Atj= " [1-(1-t j) x--<lg>)]

where . and 4 are as defined just above.

Note that, if 4 is less than or equal to g, then the attrition produced by Equation A4
must be greater than or (in degenerate cases) equal to the attrition produced by Equation A3
(when using the same parameters in each case). This inequality may not hold if 4 is greater
than g. It is possible to guarantee that increasing coordination would not decrease attrition
for any one particular type of target (or any particular weighted average of targets) by
replacing Equation A4 with Equation A4', when the attrition produced by Equation A4'
would be, for all types of targets, the attrition produced either by Equation A3 or by
Equation A4--whichever produced the higher attrition for the particular type of target (or
weighted average of targets) in question.
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2. Area-Fire Equations That Explicitly Consider Munitions

The goal of this section is to extend the area-fire equations presented in Section 1

(that do not consider munitions) to equations that explicitly consider multiple types of

munitions. For each of the levels of coordination considered in Section 1, one or more
corresponding levels are considered here and the corresponding attrition equations that

explicitly consider munitions are given. As with point fire, the goal here is essentially just
to present these equations, not to provide either a detailed discussion of assumptions that

might underlie these equations or a rigorous derivation of these equations from such

assumptions.

a. Uncoordinated Fire

The uncoordinated area-fire attrition equation stated below is postulated to follow
from the following general assumptions. Each salvo by a shooter of type i using munitions

of type m creates J (overlapping) lethal areas, where the size of the jt lethal area is "ii.

(These lethal areas can be pictured as being concentric circles whose radii depend on the

type of shooter, type of munition, and type of potential target in that a target of a particular

type can be killed by a salvo from a shooter of a particular type using a munition of a

particular type only if that target is within the corresponding radius of the center of the

impact area of that salvo.) If 'di g then the jth lethal area is contained in G, and if g <

i.mj then G is contained in the jth lethal area. (This statement assumes that z = 1, the

extension to general i is obvious.) If a target of type j is in the j~t lethal area of a salvo by a

shooter of type i using munitions of type m, then it is killed with probability .ij by that

salvo (otherwise, it survives that salvo). The locations of the jth lethal areas of different

salvos are uniformly distributed and mutually independent in the sense that if Alj,...,ANj

are the lethal areas covered by N such salvos, if a. = .imj where n, i, and m are such that

the nth salvo is fired by a shooter of type i using munitions of type m, and if x is a

randomly generated point according to a uniform distribution over G, then
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N N
Prob(x eni A .} = Hmin(l,Jig}

n=1 n n=1

N

n=1

The uniform distribution and mutual independence (i.e., level of coordination) of

these salvos, combined with the uniform distribution of targets and the assumptions

concerning G and H, lead to

Equation AM l:

I M LsibmJ

Atj=-'ijl-n rj(lI--. l{di./g)) (I-- ..InjI ..m/g)- g. .t>)].
S i=i m=1 imj unj imj imj i u

Note that, as in Section I above, all "edge effects" are ignored here. Note also that, if M =

1, then Equation AM1 essentially reduces to Equation Al.

b. Partially or Completely Coordinated Fire Within Shooter Types,
Uncoordinated Fire Across Shooter Types

(1) Coordinated Fire Only Within Both Shooter and Munition

Types

This level of coordination assumes that shooters of the same type attempt to

coordinate their fire when using munitions of the same type, but they cannot (or do not)

coordinate when using munitions of different types, and shooters of different types cannot

(or do not) coordinate.

When shooters do coordinate, they are assumed to use essentially the same

coordination techniques as described in Section 1.b, above--the distinction here is that the

size of the planning area, aim' depends on the type of munition being used as well as on the

type of shooter. That is, it is assumed here that each shooter of type i when using

munitions of type m plans to attack an area of size im' and no two shooters of the same

type plan to attack the same area with the same type of munition until the whole attack area

has been covered by tha type of shooter using that type of munition. The resulting

probability of kill of a target of type j in the planning area of a shooter of type i using

munitions of type m is assumed to be given by
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"-(I-"imjm a m>) an > 0

p.m =

0 im =0,

where j=min[iim, g).

This structure for coordinating fire among shooters of the same type using

munitions of the same type, with uncoordinated fire otherwise, leads to

Eouation AM3. 1:

I M
At. =it. [I-II m'11 (1-)' * (1--P. i<si. ii/g>)]

J i=1 M=-1 imj unj i rn urn

where Pimj is as defined just above. Note that, if M = 1, then Equation AM3.I essentially

reduces to Equation A3.

(2) Coordinated Fire Within Shooter Types but Across all
Munitions Used by Each Type of Shooter

Sections D. i.e and D.2.e give two heuristic methods for considering coordination

among various types of shooters in point fire. For simplicity, only one of these methods
was used in Section D.2.d(2) to consider coordination among shooters of the same type

when using munitions of different types in point fire. The method used there (further
preallocation of shooters to targets based on potential kills) does not extend to area fire.
However, the other method (distributing the shooters evenly over the targets in

uncoordinated layers) extends directly to area fire. Accordingly, this other method is used
here to consider coordination among shooters of the same type when using munitions of

different types in area fire.

Assume that the shooters of each type coordinate their fire with other shooters of

the same type in the following manner. Let 4' denote the total (planning) area that can be

covered by all of the shooters of type i per combat zone, so that
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-l qiim im

Let 4' denote the fraction of this area that is covered by munitions of type m, so that

I l { -" ibmf'i .q > 0

ii ,m i

o o0.

Assume, for each i, that the shooters of type i fire in layers such that: (1) the fraction of the

area covered by each layer that is due to munitions of type m is 4m' (2) each layer, except

(perhaps) for the last layer, exactly covers the attacked area of size g with no overlap

among the planned attack areas of different salvos in the same layer, and (3) the areas

covered by munitions of different types in different layers are mutually independent in the
sense that knowledge that an independently randomly generated point in G is contained in

the planning area of a salvo using a particular type of munition gives no information

concerning the coverage of that point by any other layer.

Since each of these layers uses the same mix of munitions and since events are

independent across layers, an average probability of kill can be used. Let denote this

average for shooters of type i, so that

where, as above

1-(1-Pimj) 1-imj<'a'mj im> )  Rim > 0

0 a. =0,
km

and "'mj = min'dimj, g).

These coordination assumptions yield
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Ea~Uon AM3.2:

At. LI gJ
tj=ij[1- I'I(4'i) (-i< l>)

i=l ]

where ' and 4' are as defined just above. Like Equation AM3.1, if M = 1 then Equation

AM3.2 also essentially reduces to Equation A3.

c. Coordinated Fire Across all Shooter Types

The characteristics, problems, and procedures concerning coordination among all

shooters when munitions are not considered all extend to the corresponding case here that
explicitly considers multiple types of munitions. The corresponding heuristic procedure to
address this coordination is as follows.

Let 4 denote the total (planning) area that can be covered by all of the shooters per

combat zone, so that here

= t1 = imain

Let qim denote the fraction of this area that is due to shooters of type i using munitions of

type m, so that

1 0M I.I

4im =

The shooters are assumed to fire in layers such that: (1) the fraction of the area covered by

each layer that is due to shooters of type i using munitions of type m is 4,,, (2) each layer,

except (perhaps) for the last layer, exactly covers the attacked area of size g with no overlap
among the planned attack areas of different salvos in the same layer, and (3) the areas

covered by different salvos in different layers are mutually independent in the sense that
knowledge that an independently randomly generated point in G is contained in the
planning area of a salvo by a shooter of a particular type using a munition of a particular

type gives no information concerning the coverage of that point by any other layer.
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Since each of these layers has the same mix of shooters using the same mix of
munitions and since events are independent across layers, an average probability of kill can

be used. Let . denote this average so that here

J m=i1 imjqim

where, as above,

I 1-(1--Pmj)"-Pimj'imaim>) 
aim > 0

PimJ

0 aim =0,

I and *a'jf min{ (1j g )

unj imJ

These coordination assumptions yield

At. =" 1-( 1-)~gJ (L? i< /g>)]

J J 4i

where j and are as defired just above.

Note that the only difference between Equation A4 and Equation AM4 is the

difference in the definitions of . and 4, and if M = 1 these definitions are equivalent.

F. A COMPREHENSIVE MIXED-FIRE ATTRITION EQUATION

The attrition equations presented in Sections D and E above are described as if the

shooters of all types all operate at one particular level of coordination when using point fire,
and they all operate at one particular level of coordination when using area fire (the level of
coordination used for point fire need not equal the level of coordination used for area fire).

The variables ei and i give the average number of engagements for point fire and the

average number of salvos for area fire, respectively, per time period for shooters of type i.

In particular, ei = 0 if shooters of type i only use area fire, and C. = 0 if they only use point

fire. The purpose of this section is to propose a structure that allows, within each type of
fire (point or area), some shooters to operate at one level of coordination while other
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shooters operate at other levels of coordination. Many such structures are possible. While
the particular structure presented here is relatively comprehensive, even more general

structures could be developed. Conversely, special cases of the structure presented here

may be of interest in particular situations.

One can view the taxonomy of Table 1 above as delineating eight different
categories of fire-five for point fire corresponding to the five levels of coordination listed
on that table, and three for area fire (the other two levels of coordination not being
applicable to area fire). That is, the distinction as to whether or not multiple types of
munitions are being addressed can be considered as being a question of concerning the

level of detail, not the categories of fire, being simulated. Further, the subheadings under
coordinated fire within shooter types and under coordinated fire across shooter types on
Table 1 can be considered as being definitions of what is meant by coordination.

Removing the distinction concerning munitions and grouping together the sublevels under
coordination in Table 1 yields eight different categories of fire.

To address these eight categories of fire, consider the following notation. Let

I = 1 index uncoordinated point fire,

t =2 index preallocated point fire,

1 =3 index one of the forms of coordinated point fire within shooter types,

t =4 index one of the forms of coordinated point fire across shooter types,

I = 5 index shoot-look-shoot point fire,

t = 6 index uncoordinated area fire,

t=7 index one of the forms of coordinated area fire within shooter types, and

I = 8 index one of the forms of coordinated area fire across shooter types.

Separate inputs to the attrition structure described here would be needed to specify the
forms of coordination to be used for t = 3 and t = 7 (if munitions are being addressed), and

for I = 4 (always)--this is discussed further in Section H, below.

Assume that shooting weapons attack targets according to one of these eight
categories of fire, where the average fraction of the attacks that are made by each type of

shooting weapon according to each of these categories is independent of the size and mix of
the target force. In particular, let fit be defined as follows.
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I

fit: For t = 1,...,5 and i = 1,...I, fit is the (input) average fraction of the point

fire engagements by shooters of type i that are made according to fire category
t. For I = 6, 7, 8 and i = l,....I, fit is the (input) average fraction of the area

fire salvos by shooters of type i that are made according to fire category 1.

For all relevant i and 1, fit e [0,1]. For all relevant i,

5 f itl if e. > 0,
t=l 1

fil fi2 ff3 = fi4 =f 5 =0 if ei = 0,

8
I f 1= 1 ife. > 0, and

1=6 1

=f =f =0 d.=0.
i6 i7 M8 I

Note that all of the point-fire attrition equations given in Section D are of the form

At. = zit.[Ffs,..,)
J J J 1 I

for i > 0, where the form of the function Fjis . j) depends on the level of

coordination in question. Also, note that all of the area-fire attrition equations given in
Section E are of the form

At [ 9 ...y

for i. > 0, where the form of the function FJ(.C ."sI) depends on the level of coordination

in question. Accordingly, for t = 1, 2, 3, and 4, let Fit denote the function given in

Section D such that, if i. > 0, then

j j J Il

when attrition is being inflicted according to fire category t; and for I = 6, 7, and 8, let Fit

denote the function given in Section E such that, if i. > 0, then
55
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At. = [ ....

when attrition is being inflicted according to fire category 1. Note that FJ5 is not defined

here. Note also that, for t = 1, 2, 3, and 4, Fit is implicitly a function of the allocations of

fire which, in turn, are functions of the numbers of targets of each type present. Thus, for
I = 1, 2, 3, and 4, Fit implicitly depends on the numbers of targets of each type present.

Finally, note that, for t = 6, 7, and 8, i. is implicitly a function of

J

h= +
j=1

and so i . also depends on the numbers of targets of each type present. The equations
J

presented below assume that mixed point and area fire occur in such a manner that, for each
coordination level for each type of fire (except for shoot-look-shoot fire), the numbers of
targets considered present are the initial numbers of targets (not numbers of targets after

attrition has been assessed).

Assume that any shoot-look-shoot fire (category 5) occurs after all other categories

of fire have been assessed. Assume also that the target selection process (for point fire),
the aim-point selection process (for area fire), and all firing process of the shooters in the
seven other categories (other than category 5) against targets that are vulnerable to both
point and area fire are mutually independent across categories, that the target selection and

firing processes of the shooters in categories 1 through 4 against targets that are vulnerable

only to point fire are mutually independent across those categories, and that the aim-point
selection and firing processes of the shooters in categories 6, 7, and 8 against targets that

are vulnerable only to area fire are mutually independent across those categories. These
independence assumptions yield the following results. Let

4
F. = Pj(f, j= 1 - It (1I ... ,fiI

and

8
P. = j(f,'s) = 1- rj* (1 - F(fl1 s1 1 .... f1 1 ' 1 )),

'i it=6
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I

so that, due to these independence assumptions, F gives the fraction of point-fire-
LJ

vulnerable targets of type j than are killed by point fire (other than shoot-look-shoot fire),

and F gives the fraction of area-fire-vulnerable targets of type j that are killed by area fire.

The overall expected number of targets of type j that are killed by all of these

categories of fire (all except category 5), Ai., is the number killed by this point fire plus the
J

number killed by area fire minus the number that would be killed by both point and area

fire. Thus

zt. .+'t.-v.min{l,g/hlt.-Pj . >0 andi. >0
II J J J JI J J I

zti. 1. >0 and i. = 0

tJ . = 0 and i. > 0
II I I

0 !j=Oandt.=0
J J

forj = 1,...,J.

If no attacking weapons are using shoot-look-shoot fire (i.e., if fi5 = 0 for all i),

then At. as computed by the formula just above gives the expected number of targets of

type j that are killed in the attrition process under consideration.

If some attacking weapons are using shoot-look-shoot fire, then the attrition due to
that fire must be assessed. A reasonable way to assess this attrition in deterministic models
is as follows. The number of targets of each type remaining after the attrition due to the
other seven categories of fire is assessed is, in general, a random variable. For each type
of target, replace this random variable with its expectation, and assess shoot-look-shoot fire
against the resulting expected number of targets, so that the shoot-look-shoot fire is

assessed against t. - At. targets of type j for all relevant j. The basic assumption here,
J

which is standard in deterministic combat models, is that the expected number of survivors
of an attrition process involving a random number of targets can be adequately
approximated by the expected number of survivors of that attrition process given that the
initial number of targets is the (deterministic) expected value of that random number. A
second assumption here is that vulnerability to shoot-look-shoot fire is independent of
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vulnerability to other types of fire (it is not difficult to relax this assumption, if desired, but

the notation becomes more complex). As noted above, Reference [14] discusses the

computation of attrition for shoot-look-shoot fire.

Clearly, this .,ructure of calculating and assessing attrition due to all but shoot-
look-shoot fire and then calculating and assessing attrition due to shoot-look-shoot fire can
be easily generalized. The eight types of fire discussed above could be partitioned into any

group of mutually exclusive and collectively exhaustive subsets. Fire of the types in the
first subset would be calculated and assessed first, followed by fire of the types in the

second subset, and so forth. One reasonable such grouping is as follows. First calculate
and assess all attrition due to area fire, then calculate and assess all attrition due to point fire
except for shoot-look-shoot fire, finally calculate and assess attrition (if any) due to shoot-

look-shoot fire. In a two-sided model in which weapons on each side can kill weapons on

the other side, attrition due to each group of types of fure could be calculated and assessed
against both sides before the next group of types of fire for either side is considered. An

appropriate procedure for assessing such two-sided attrition is discussed in Section G,

next.

G. CONVERTING UNILATERAL ATTRITION ASSESSMENTS INTO

BILATERAL ATTRITION

All of the attrition equations presented in Sections D, E, and F above are unilateral

in the sense that they consider only "shooters" on one side versus "targets" on the other.

Two-sided models need to use attrition equations that consider weapons that can

simultaneously be both shooters (killing weapons on the other side) and targets (being
killed by those enemy weapons). Simulating weapons (on each side) that can be both lethal

and vulnerable, instead of just invulnerable shooters on one side versus impotent targets on
the other, was accomplished in older models in the following manner: First, the initial

numbers of weapons on one side were used as "shooters" in a unilateral attrition equation

to calculate the numbers of weapons killed on the other side. Then, before these kills were

assessed, the initial numbers of weapons on the other side were used as "shooters" in a
unilateral attrition equation to calculate the numbers of weapons killed on the first side.
After both of these calculations, all kills were assessed. This procedure has been
pejoratively described as modeling "all bullets passing in mid-air."

This old procedure can be reproduced as an optional special case of the more
general procedure described here. However, the procedure preserted here also allows
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options that avoid this "bullets passing in mid-air" characteristic. An outline of this more
general procedure is as follows.

Unilateral attrition equations are used four times: first for the initial side 1 weapons
shooting at side 2, second for the surviving (from that first assessment) side 2 weapons
shooting back at side 1, third for the initial side 2 weapons shooting at side 1, and fourth
for the surviving side 1 weapons shooting back at s;de 2. The overall attrition (for each
side) is then computed as an average of the attrition from the "side 1 shoots first" case and
the "side 2 shoots first" case. Of course, in real battles, it is unlikely that either side would
fire all of its "shots" before the other side shoots even once; the averaging approach used
here is intended to provide a relatively reasonable and tractable method for representing the
average results of individual engagements.

Section 1 below presents the notation and specific formulas for this procedure, and
Section 2 discusses some of its characteristics.

1. Notation and Equations

Consider the following two-sided notation As just above, let the two sides be
denoted by side 1 and side 2. Assume that all of the resources that can be either shooters or
targets (or both) on side s have been partitioned into Ns types, where s = 1,2 and Ns > 0
for both s. For simplicity, these resources will be ,;alled weapons below, although some of
these resources may be non-lethal targets and others may be systems such as high

performance aircraft that are not vulnerable in the interaction being addressed. Let Ws

denote the number of weapons of type i on side s for i = 1,...,Ns and s = 1,2.

The unilateral attrition equations of Sections D, E, and F above can be viewed as
computing (for each j) the number of targets killed of type j as a function of the numbers of

shooters and targets of all types. Accordingly, these unilateral attrition equations can be
written in a generic form (using one-sided notation) as

At. =f.(s ...,Sm;t j

or

At. =f (s;)j= 1...J
J J
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Using two-sided notation, this generic form can be written as

CS=(V VS Ivy S,~S SC.=~ ..... 'W ..... ws, j =1...,N
i J N N

or

J, J
C.s -(vS;w s )  j=l 1...,.Ns

where side s is shooting at side s', Cs' is the number of weapons lost of type j on side s' as
J

computed by a unilateral attrition assessment, side s has Vs weapons of type iI

(i = 1,...,Ns) available to make engagements (as indicated below, V i may or may not equal

Ws), there are Ws. weapons of type j' (j' = 1,...,N s') on side s', s = 1,2, and s' = 3-s. In
I J,

this notation, if weapons of type j on side s' are not vulnerable in the interaction being

addressed then

is(VS;Ws) 0

and if resources of type i on side s have no lethality in this interaction then

VSfS ... '...'VSW)=,V ... v. w') .j wS
j,...,... N j N

for any Vs and all j.

For s = 1,2 and s" = 1,2, letf W(;W') s=s
B5 (s") =

fs(W sBS(s');Ws) s'

where j = 1,...,N s ' and s' = 3-s. That is, Bs (s") is the number of weapons of type j on

side s' that are lost when side s" shoots first. The overall number of weapons of type j on

side s' that are lost, D', is then computed by the formula
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yB (I) + (1-y)B!'(2) 0: <Y:5 1

tJ

SB(s') + Bs(s) 2_<y<4,

where y is an input such that y - [0,1] .' [2,4].

2. Discussion

The procedure presented in Section 1 above is based on ideas developed in
Reference [15] (see especially Sections B.3.b and B.3.c of [15]) and in Reference [16].
The interested reader should consult these references for details, theory, and examples.

Note that setting y = 0.5 (or y = 3) results in computing DS (for both s') as theiJ
arithmetic mean of Bs'(1) and Bs (2). See [15] and [16] for rationale for this value ofy.

J J

If 0 < y < 1 then y represents the fraction of engagements in which side 1 shoots

first. Setting y = 1 is quite side 1 favorable in that Ds is set equal to Bs'(1) for both s',
J l

while setting y = 0 is quite side 2 favorable in that Ds is set equal to Bs (2) for both s'.
j J

If 2 < y 4 then y represents the degree to which potential kills suppress lethal fire.
Setting y = 2 means full suppression (i.e., setting y = 2 gives one way of incorporating a
"fear of death" into the model). Setting y = 4 means no suppression (i.e., setting y = 4
reproduces the "all bullets pass in mid-air" procedure of older models).

It should be noted that a somewhat more general version of this procedure is
suggested in Reference [3] and has been incorporated into the model described in Reference

[13]. This yet-more-general procedure also allows weighted averages of BS'(1) and BS'(2)
J J

to be used to calculate D., where the weighted averages are determined by ratios involving

the weighted numbers of weapons present on each side--see [3] or Appendix A of [13] for

details.
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Further extensions of this procedure are also possible. For example, as suggested

in [15], some of the weapons on the side shooting first could be allowed to (explicitly)

suppress but not kill enemy weapons, so that such suppressed enemy weapons could not

fire back during that time period. Such an extension would require new inputs, but would

be easy to incorporate into the "shoot-then-shoot-back" structure described here.

H. FUTURE WORK

1. Implementation

a. Code

Clearly, if the attrition structure proposed above is to be incorporated into a new or

existing model, then code must be written to perform the indicated calculations. Three

points concerning this code are as follows.

First, as noted in Section F, if munitions are being considered and either point or

area fire can be coordinated within shooter types (i.e., M > 1 and fit > 0 for some i and t =

3 or 7), then a particular form for this coordination must be specified. Further, whether or

not munitions are being considered, if point fire can be coordinated across shooter types
(i.e., fi4 > 0 for some i), then a particular form for this coordination must also be specified.

To make these specifications, separate inputs to the attrition structure could give the

particular forms to be used where, for each such specification, one of the options would be
to calculate attrition as being the maximum that would occur over all equal or lower levels

of coordination. For example, if M > 1 and fi4 > 0 for some i, then a separate input would

give whether attrition is to be calculated by PM4. 1, by PM4.2, or by the maximum of the

attrition given by PM3.1, PM3.2, PM4.1, and PM4.2.

Second, as noted in Section G, some of the types of weapons systems being
considered on each side may be shooters but not targets in that they are not vulnerable in

the interaction being addressed, while other resources may be targets but not shooters in

that interaction. This characteristic could be implicitly reflected by setting appropriate
inputs to zero. However, it may be much more efficient to explicitly address this

characteristic, especially concerning relatively invulnerable shooters (such as surviving

close air support attack aircraft delivering ordnance against ground targets).

Third, the notation and equations in Sections C, D, and E above are written in a

completely general sense concerning the possible capability of any type of weapon to use
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any type of munition. Enough aircraft of different types can share the use of enough
different types of munitions that this notation is appropriate for aircraft and air munitions.

(Selected data inputs can be set to zero to cover cases in which certain types of aircraft

cannot use certain types of munitions.) However, aircraft generally would not use any type
of munition used by ground weapons, and ground weapons of different types have a very

limited ability to share the use of particular types of munitions. Accordingly, it seems
strongly desirable to explicitly restrict the set of allowable combinations of weapons types
and munitions types when coding the formulas presented above. A relatively simple way
to make this restriction is the method used in Reference [13]. Briefly, if there are Ig types
of ground weapons, then [13] subdivides munitions types into Ig + 1 non-empty

categories, where there can be multiple types of munitions in each category. For i =
1,... Ig, ground weapons of type i can only use munition types in category i. Munition

types in category Ig+1 can be used by (and only by) aircraft. See [13] for details.

b. Converting Model Inputs to Attrition Inputs

The quantities called inputs in the discussions above are, in a sense, inputs to these
attrition calculations, not necessarily inputs to the model. Indeed, some of them cannot

logically be inputs to the model but must be the result of calculations made elsewhere in the

model. Others could either be model inputs or be the results of other calculations made by
the model. Some of the relatively more significant such cases are discussed in this section.

Of course, the numbers of weapons of the various types on each side that are
present in each interaction can change over time due to attrition, movement, and

reallocation. Also, the number of weapons that can shoot (or are vulnerable to enemy fire)

might be lowered from the numbers present to account for less than full readiness or for a
lack of munitions, personnel, or supplies. These numbers might also be lowered to

account for unbalanced forces--see Appendix C of Reference [8] for a discussion of such

an effect.

In general, any effectiveness parameter could be a function of whether the side in

question is on attack or defense and (perhaps) of other characteristics of the combat

interaction in question, such as posture or terrain. Three approaches to consider such cases

are as follows. First, it could be assumed that these characteristics are constant for any
particular interaction. For example, suppose that some effectiveness parameters can

depend on being on attack or defense, and suppose that the interaction being modeled is
combat in a ground sector over the course of a day. Then it could be assumed that exactly
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one of the two sides is on an attack (with the other side being on defense) throughout that
sector throughout that day, and the appropriate effectiveness parameters could be passed as
inputs to the attrition calculations. Second, average values could be used. That is,
continuing with the above example, suppose the model calculates that, in a particular sector
on a particular day, one side will be on the attack 75% of the time (or in 75% of the sector)
while the other side will be on the attack 25% of the time (or in 25% of the sector), where
in each case the other side will be on defense. Then a 75/25 weighted average of the
relevant effectiveness parameters could be passed as inputs to the attrition calculations.

Third, if the condition just described holds, then two separate attrition calculations can be
made and a 75/25 weighted average of the results could be taken. See Appendix B of

Reference [8] for a discussion and amplification of this third approach.

The point-fire attrition equations presented in Section D essentially take allocations
of fire as input. These allocations can be calculated in many ways, one such is described in
Section C.2.b for point fire without explicit consideration of munitions. The point to note
here is that these allocations of fire must be computed someplace in the model in order to be
used in the attrition calculation. In particular, while these allocations can be considered as
being inputs to the attrition calculations, they cannot (logically) be inputs to the model
because (logically) they must depend on the numbers of targets of the various types present
in the interaction being addressed.

The attrition equations presented in Sections D and E that explicitly consider
multiple types of munitions essentially take the usage of munitions as input. This input

usage is reflected in either ,im, cim Ci im' or Z for point fire and in either bi6 or %

for area fire, depending on which of these terms are being used as input for the calculations
in question. The point to note here is that these usages must be computed someplace in the
model in order to be input to the attrition calculations. That is, while these usages can be
considered as being inputs to the attrition calculations, with one exception (stated below)
they cannot be inputs to the model because they are not (necessarily) fixed over time. In
particular, at any given time these usages will depend on the numbers of munitions of the
various types available at that time and on the possible substitution of alternative munitions

if shortages of some types (but not others) are occurring. The one exception mentioned
above occurs when it is assumed that sufficiently balanced numbers of all types of
munitions are present that no weapon c-ier runs out of any particular type of munition while

still having other types of munitions available for it to use.
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c. False Targets

As discussed in Section A.2, the point-fire equations presented in this paper differ
from some previously proposed point-fire equations by adding certain features (e.g.,

allocations of fire, levels of coordination, and explicit treatment of munitions) and by
deleting the option of using one-on-one probabilities of detection less than unity. The
major impact that can occur when using such probabilities at values much less than unity is
as follows. If the one-on-one probabilities of detection by a particular type of weapons

system of all types of enemy targets are much less than unity, and if the total number of
targets is quite small, then that type of shooting weapon will be able to make very few
engagements (much less than ei engagements per shooting weapon of type i). This
characteristic is neither always needed nor always desirable. However, for those cases
where it may be needed and would be desirable, this characteristic can be achieved by other
means. In particular, as stated in Section A.2, this characteristic can be achieved in the

point fire attrition equations presented above (except for Equations P4.2 and PM4.2) by
including among the target types (at least) one type of false target. The probabilities of
killing this false target should be set to zero for all types of shooting weapons, and the
allocations of fire against this false target should be relatively small. If this is done then, if
there are many real targets, very little fire will be drained off against the false target.
However, if there are very few real targets, then considerable fire can be drained off against

the false target thereby significantly reducing the (real) number of engagements that
- shooting weapons can effectively make. (Some relatively minor modifications would be

needed to use this technique with Equations P4.2 or PM4.2.)

The points to note here are as follows. First, it can be desirable for point-fire

attrition process to have the characteristic that, if the total number of targets is quite small,
then any particular type of shooting weapon makes very few engagements (certainly less
than input maximums). Second, while this characteristic can be achieved using non-unity
one-on-one probabilities of detection, it also can be achieved within the point-fire structure
presented above by using false targets as described here. Third, it is generally easier to
include false targets as a type of weapon on each side when initially constructing a data

base then it is to add such a type of weapon to an already constructed data base. If false
targets are included in a data base and later it is desired not to consider them, then this is

easily done by setting appropriate inputs to zero.
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2. Extensions

a. Killer-Victim Scoreboards

None of the attrition processes described above compute killer-victim scoreboards

as an inherent part of their calculations. In these attrition processes, if two or more

shooters fire shots that would be lethal to some particular target, then these processes
consider that target as being killed (just as they would if exactly one shooter fired a lethal
shot at it), but these processes do not attempt to assign or prorate credit among those

shooters for achieving that kill. Since modeling combat beyond any point in simulated time
depends on (among other things) the numbers of weapons killed through the current
simulated time and (perhaps) on the numbers of munitions expended, but (given these
numbers) not on which shooters received credit for achieving those kills, killer-victim

scoreboards are not inherently needed to model combat over time. Such scoreboards,
however, are quite useful as output descriptors of combat, and it is highly desirable to have

such scoreboards available when analyzing a simulation of combat.

There are several relatively sophisticated methods that can be used to compute
killer-victim scoreboards based on the attrition equations described above. Reference [17]
gives a general discussion of three such methods. There is also a relatively simple variant

of the methods discussed in [17]. This simple method would be very easy to implement
and easy to extend to explicitly display results by type of munition (as well as by type of

shooting weapon and type of target) in killer-victim scoreboards. Accordingly, if the
attrition processes described above are coded into a model, then (at a minimum) this simple
method for computing killer-victim scoreboards should also be coded into that model. It is

quite possible that the more sophisticated methods reported in [17] would provide
approximately (perhaps, in some cases, exactly) the same scoreboards as this simple
method. However, additional research would be needed to implement the methods

proposed in [171 and to examine the magnitude of the differences (if any) among the
scoreboards produced by these methods.

b. Suppression

The attrition equations above calculate the numbers of targets killed out of those
initially present, but say nothing about targets that are damaged or suppressed.

Suppression is discussed here; damage is discussed in the next section.
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As indicated in Section G above, suppression can be incorporated into the attrition
processes described here in a relatively straightforward manner. One way to do this is as
follows. For side s shooting first at side s', go through the attrition structure twice, first
with probabilities of suppression being used in place of probabilities of kill (to give the
numbers of targets that are suppressed), then second with the probabilities of kill being
used but with only the unsuppressed targets being available to be killed (to give the number
of targets that are killed). Then when side s' shoots back at side s according to the
structure described in Section F, only those side s' weapons that were neither killed nor
suppressed can return fire. As in Section F, taking averages of the numbers of weapons
killed for s = 1 and s = 2 gives the overall resulting numbers of weapons killed.
Suppressed weapons would be available for combat in the next period. Of course, other
approaches (such as assuming that only those targets that have been suppressed can be
killed) could be developed.

c. Damage

A relatively simple way to compute damage to targets is to assume that an input
fraction (by type of target) of the targets that are killed (according to the attrition structure
above) are not totally destroyed but, instead, are just damaged. A second input fraction
(also by target type) could give the fraction of these damaged targets that need to be sent to
maintenance units for repair, with the remainder remaining in combat units in an unready
status until they receive in-unit repair. This approach is used for damage to ground
weapons in the model described in Reference [13]. An advantage of this approach is that it
is quick and simple. A disadvantage is that the fractions of targets that are damaged
depends only on the type of target, not on the type of shooting weapon or munition
inflicting the attrition.

An alternative approach is to first calculate attrition using probabilities of damage or
destruction (to give the numbers of targets that are damaged or destroyed), then to calculate
attrition using probabilities of destruction only (to give the numbers of targets that are
destroyed), then to subtract the latter from the former (to give the numbers of targets
damaged but not destroyed). This approach is used for damage to aircraft in the model
described in [13]. This approach is computationally more complex and more time-
consuming than the first approach described above, but it does allow damage to depend on
the types of shooting weapons and (optionally) types of munitions involved.
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If the attrition processes described above are coded into a model, then a decision

must be made concerning whether to explicitly consider damage and, if so, what approach

should be used to calculate this damage.

d. Movement/Attrition Tradeoffs !

It has long been argued that a force engaged in combat can trade attrition for

territory. In particular, it has frequently been argued that a force engaging in "full" combat

can lower the rate of attrition it is suffering at the expense of a less favorable (or more

unfavorable) movement of the Forward Edge of the Battle Area (FEBA) by participating 5
less fully in that combat. Many models of combat compute both attrition and FEBA

movement as functions of force ratios, and those models are generally able to implicitly

trade off attrition for FEBA movement via these functions. However, the attrition structure

proposed above computes its attrition directly, not as a function of some force ratio.

Therefore, if it is desired to consider attrition versus FEBA movement tradeoffs in

conjunction with this structure, then this structure must be modified in some manner in

order to address these tradeoffs. 1
A simple yet general method for explicitly relating bounds on attrition to the average

rate of movement of ground forces is described in Appendix D of Reference [8]. This I
method could be easily applied to the attrition structure described here, if desired.

e. Non-identical Area-Fire Regions U
The area-fire attrition equation discussed in Section E allowed the shooters and

targets to be subdivided into z (identical) zones where 1/' of the shooters of each type

interact with Il of the targets of each type in each of these zones. For simplicity here,

assume that'2=1. Suppose that there are R regions and that some fraction, say r' of the

targets of type j are located in region r for j = 1,...,J and r = 1,...,R. Suppose also that I
some fraction, say ,ir, of the shooters of type i can direct area fire into region r for

i = 1,...I and r = 1,...,R. 5
This structure can be pictured as follows. Targets are located in various range

bands, where these bands are measured in terms of distance from an average line separating 3
the shooters from the targets. The fraction . of the targets of type j are located in range

Jr
band r, and the fraction "ir of the shooters of type i can reach range band r.
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This structure, in its full generality, cannot be modeled by the area-fire attrition

* processes described above. However, (a) potentially important special cases of this

structure can be modeled by these processes, and (b) these processes can be modified, if

desired, so that they can model this structure in its entirety.

One special case that the area-fire attrition processes described above can model is

as follows. Suppose that a particular region can be attacked by all of the shooters that use

area fire, and that all of these shooters direct all of their area fire into that particular region.

Then, by appropriately setting the values for iij (and, perhaps, other inputs), this special

case of this regional structure can be modeled by the equations presented above.

Another special case which the above equations can handle is as follows. Suppose

that all of the regions can be attacked by all of the shooters that use area fire, and that these

shooters direct this fire into each region in proportion to the size of that region. (This might

occur, for example, if the shooter had no knowledge of which targets were more likely to

be in which regions.) In this special case, the regions essentially play no role and the

equations described above apply.

The following steps are needed in order to modify the equations above to fully

address the regional structure described here. First, some method must be developed and

implemented to determine the allocation of fire of shooters to regions. That is, for those

shooters that can direct area fire into more than one region, the choice of which region(s)

they will attack (and in what proportion) must be determined. This determination will

require making assumptions about how much the shooting side knows about the

distribution of targets among these regions. Once this determination has been made, the

shooters and targets associated with each region can be calculated and the area-fire attrition

process presented above can be applied (separately) to each region.
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A. INTRODUCTION

Much of combat is inherently heterogeneous in types of shooters and/or types of

targets. Nevertheless, homogeneous attrition equations can be useful for several reasons,

including: (1) help in understanding the corresponding heterogeneous equations, (2) ease

of comparison with other attrition processes, (3) computation of simple examples, and (4)

use for computing attrition for combat (conventional and strategic) that can be adequately

modeled as involving homogeneous shooters versus homogeneous targets. For these

reasons, this appendix presents simplified homogeneous forms of the heterogeneous

attrition equations discussed in Sections D and E of this paper.

The homogeneity assumptions made here are as follows. (1) All of the shooters are

of the same (perhaps notional) type, so there is no need to subscript terms by type of

shooter. (2) All of the targets are of the same (perhaps notional) type, so there is no need

to subscript terms by type of target. (3) All of the munitions that this one type of shooter

can use are of the same (perhaps notional) type, so there is no need to explicitly consider

multiple types of munitions. In terms of the notation of Section C of this paper.

I = 1, J = 1, and M = 1.

The simplifications made here concerning point fire are as follows. (1) Each

shooter being considered can make one engagement per time period. (2) All of the targets

being considered are vulnerable to being engaged by these shooters. (3) There is one

combat zone. In terms of the notation of Section C, el = 1, vi = 1, ul = 1, and z = 1.

The corresponding simplifications are made concerning area fire. In particular: (1)

Each shooter being considered can fire one salvo per time period. (2) All of the targets

being considered are potentially vulnerable to these salvos (i.e., all targets that are inside of
the area being attacked are vulnerable). (3) There is one combat zone. In terms of the
notation of Section C, el = 1, vi = 1, Ui = 1, and'i = 1.

B. HOMOGENEOUS NOTATION

The homogeneity assumptions and simplifications made above simplify the notation

introduced in Section C so much that it is useful to redefine this notation for the

homogeneous equations presented below.

Consider the following homogeneous notation.
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1. General Notation

s = the (input) number of shooters; s e [0,oo).

t = the (input) number of targets, t r [0,o-).

At = the (calculated) number of targets killed in the attrition process being

considered.

2. Point-Fire Notation

p = the (input) probability of kill when a shooter engages a target using point fire;

pe [0,1].

A

= max{1,t}.

3. Area-Fire Notation

d = the (input) average size of the area needed by the defending side to effectively

operate a system (i.e., a target); d c (0,oo). For simplicity it is assumed that

these operating areas are strictly positive and do not overlap.

h = dt = the (calculated) total size of the area needed by the defending side to

effectively operate all of its systems.

H = the geographical area of size h in which the targets are located.

G = the geographical area into which the shooters are attacking using area fire.

g = the (input) size of G; for simplicity assume that g > 0, so g r (0,oo).

St min( L, g/h) h>0

0 h=0.

a, '0: A salvo from any shooter is assumed to create an area of (input) size a such
that if a target is inside of that area then it is killed with (input) probability p
(otherwise, it survives that salvo); a e [0,-) and '0 E [0,1].

A
a = min{a,g).

As in Section E, it is assumed that
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G c H if and only if g5 _h,

G=H if and only if g =h, and

HcG if and only if g h.

Given this assumption, i is the number of targets that are vulnerable to area fire into G.

4. Functional Notation

As in the body of this paper, Lxi denotes the largest integer less than or equal to x,
and <x> denotes the fractional part of x, for any non-negative number x.

C. HOMOGENEOUS ATTRITION EQUATIONS

1. Point-Fire Equations

The homogeneity assumptions made here reduce the number of possible levels of

coordination of point fire from five different levels to three different levels: uncoordinated
fire, coordinated fire, and shoot-look-shoot fire. Shoot-look-shoot fire is not addressed in

this paper (instead, see References [8] and [14]). Homogeneous attrition equations for the

other two types of fire are as follows.

Uncoordinated Point Fire:
At= t = t [t - -I/ )s(1-s p ')]

Coordinated Point Fire:

P = {t[l - (1-p)Ls/tJ(1 -<s/t>p)] t> 0
=-0.

These equations give homogeneous forms of Equations P1 and P3, respectively. The

notation Atp and AtP is used in Section 3.b, below.
U C

2. Area-Fire Equations

The homogeneity assumptions made here reduce the number of possible levels of

coordination of area fire from three different levels to two different levels: uncoordinated
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fire and coordinated fire. Homogeneous attrition equations for these two types of fire are

as follows.

Uncoordinated Area Fire:

At = Ata = i[l ( L-<S>'l g)].

Coordinated Area Fire:

At Ata = [l-<sg>)]

These equations give homogeneous forms of Equations Al and A3, respectively. The

notation At and At' is used in Section 3.b, below.

3. Exponential and Lanchester Equations

a. Point-Fire Versions

In addition to the uncoordinated fire and coordinated fire attrition equations given in

Section 1 above, two equations that have been used to simulate point fire attrition are:

ptAt -t(l-e-PV) t>O0
e t=O,

and

AtAt ps tps
t < ps.

For obvious reasons, the first equation is frequently called an exponential attrition

equation. For historical reasons, the second is called a Lanchester square attrition equation
in difference equation form. Some characteristics of these equations and comments on their

use are as follows.

When the exponential attrition equation is used, often either it is simply postulated

as being adequate, or it is said to be an appropriate approximation to some more carefully

structured equation, such as one of those in Section 1. However, the equations in Section

1 are so simple that they don't need (nor can relevant applications benefit from) such an
approximation. Also, this exponential equation may be a somewhat poor approximation

because it may be (in a reasonable sense) always too low. Specifically, it produces attrition
as low or lower than uncoordinated fire, and the use of an attrition equation that can yield
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I even lower attrition than (completely) uncoordinated fire would seem to require strong

justification, not just an arbitrary claim that it is adequate. (Relationships concerning the

relative sizes of the attrition produced by these equations are postulated below.)

The Lanchester square attrition equation in differential equation form may be

appropriate in several situations (see, for example, Reference [12] of the text). However,
ii difference equation form (with relatively large time steps), the attrition produced by a
Lanchester square equation may be too high in that it is always at least as high as that

produced by coordinated fire (and by shoot-look-shoot fire), and it can be even higher.3 The use of an attrition equation that never yields attrition lower than either coordinated fire
or perfect shoot-look-shoot fire, and can yield attrition higher than both, would also seem

to require strong justification, not just the citing of previous claims that it is appropriate.

Some postulated relationships among the results produced by these equations for a
one-sided attrition assessment with integral numbers of shooters and targets are given

below. It should not be difficult to prove the validity of these relationships for integral s
and t. (Establishing any corresponding relationships for multiple time periods, with
attrition being suffered by both sides over these time periods, may be considerably more

difficult.) Let Atp and A be as defined in Section 1, and let Atp denote the corresponding

attrition that would r*"sult from perfect shoot-look-shoot fire as defined in References [8]

and [14] of the text.

General Inequalities:

Ate < At% < Ate c At S -< At .

Strict Inegualities:

If p>0, sp 1,pandt>_ 1, then

If p > O, s 2, and t 2, then
At' < Atu <Atc.

If p e (0,1), s > t, and t > 2, then

Atp < At p < Atp < Atp < At.

Of course, if Ate were about equal to At1 for a particular set of cases, then (beyond
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I
establishing this fact) the choice of coordination assumptions and corresponding attrition

equations for point fire would not be important in those cases. However, if Atp were

significantly less than Atq in certain point-fire cases, then the choice of coordination

assumptions and corresponding attrition equations could be quite important for analyses
involving those cases.

b. Area-Fire Versions

Generally similar comments apply to area-fire equations; but the situation is
somewhat more involved, essentially for historical reasons.

Consider, for example, Lanchester equations. Logically, the Lanchester version of

the area-fire equations given in Section 2 is:

( ,t tg/d s >g/5f,)
At=At 1 1 =S > (g/(s _g/

L g/d t>g/d)

where, to avoid trivialities, the product a is assumed to be strictly greater than zero
throughout this section. In tabular form, this equation can be written as:

.At

t:5 g/d @(/g)st t

t > g/d (PIM/)s g/d

This equation, however, is not in general use. Instead, the following version of the
Lanchester linear attrition equation in difference equation form has traditionally been used

for modeling area fire:

At= Ata = (p/g)st s!5 g/('p
t s >g/(p).
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The flaw with this equation is that Ata becomes arbitrarily large as t becomes large, no

matter how small s is. In terms of kill-rates, this flaw also applies to the traditional version

of the Lanchester linear attrition equation in differential equation form. This flaw might not
be serious in an analysis that assesses attrition very few times, because possible anomalies

due to large values of t and small values of s could be checked "by hand" for each such
attrition assessment. However, this flaw could be quite serious in an analysis that made
many attrition assessments and each assessment were not checked "by hand" for this

anomaly. This could occur, for example, if many alternative cases or parametric variations
were being considered or if attrition were being assessed inside of a dynamic computer

model. Due to this flaw, At; will not be considered further here; Ata is considered below.

The exponential version of the area-fire equations given in Section 2 is:

At=Ata t(l--e-*g) t5 <g/d

L (g/d) (1--e- i g)s  t > g/d.

Keeping the assumption that j > 0 (and that s and t are integers), the area-fire
versions of the inequalities postulated above for point fire are as follows.

General Inerualities:

Strict Inequalities:

If s > 1 and t _> 1, then

If s > 2 and t 1 1, then

At: < <
e C.

If P < 1, sa' > g, and t _> 1, then

a < < a <A a

Based on these inequalities, if Ata were about equal to Ata for a particular set of cases, then

(beyond establishing this fact) the choice of coordination assumptions and corresponding

attrition equations for area fire would not be important in those cases. Conversely, if Ata
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were significantly less than Ati in certain area-fire cases, then the choice of coordination

assumptions and corresponding attrition equations could be quite important for analyses

involving those cases.
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